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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The American Association of Community and Junior College's project,

Offdnder Assistance Through Community Colleges, a program supported by a

$241,000 grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education,

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, completed its activities on

August 31, 1976. A six month planning phase (August 1974 through January 1975)

preceeded an 18-month demonstration phase (February 1975 through August 1976).

The program was designed to demonstrate that the community 'college, with

its "open door" policy, its ubiquity, its endemic characteristics, and its low

tuition, is uniquely suited as a resource for offenders.

Three demonstration colleges conducted pilot programs. These were: Central

Piedmont Community College, Charlotte, North Carolina; Florida Junior College

at Jacksonville, Florida; and Community College of Denver, Colorado. Each college

received approximately $37,000 for the 18 month period. Although each college

was free to establish its own program model in response to the idiosyncratic

nature of the college and the community it served, each ems required to work

within the framework provided by the AACJC national project office.

The general goals of the program were: (1) to provide educational end human

service assistance to offender students; (2) to develop collaborative relation..

ships among the colleges, criminal justice agencies, and community public service

agencies; and (3) to develop program models wbich could be implemented at other

colleges.

The target population was first-time convicted flons who were on probation.

Non-target offenders were also accepted upon the special request of justice

officials. The total number of offenders served was 712. Of this number 445

were target offenders. Eased on the total budget for site operations, the per
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student coat for the full participant group was $149.43; for the target group

alone it was $255.09. Including the national office coats in these calculations,

the figures are raised to $292.13 and $467.41 respectively.

Florida Junior College at Jacksonville enrolled 131 target offenders; Central

Piedmont Community College enrolled 132; and Community College of Denver enrolled

126.

Por the target population, only 6.1% (NR27) of those enrolled were.charged

with a new offense. The aelf-selection process of the program and the partici-

pants' short-term involvement in it bias the sample, yet this figure is dramatically

lower than the 45% probstioo failure rate reported in a ricent national study

and better than the related percentages in the cities where the programs were

conducted.

In the two colleges reporting these figures, approximately 25% of the target

group enrolled in Adult Daaic Education programs, 20% in General Educational

Development courses, 27% in academic curricula, and 20% in occupational/trades

courses. Approximately 87. were in other programs or waiting to enroll.

Approximately 30% of the total target group had completed tito school before

entering the program. Nearly half of the group had been convicted of unarmed

property offenses. More than 20%, had been convicted of drug-related offenses,
I.

the second most frequent charge. These data were repOrted from two sites.

Over half (55.5%) of the targeted enrollments received financial assistance.

Since no special student financial assistance fund was provided in the project

budget, this aid was generated from the sources available to all students.

Sources included: Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, Conprahensive Education

and Training Act, Vocational Rehabilitation, and low interest college loans. The

number of financial* awards received by the target participants, as a percentase

1-4
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of enrollment, was 83.3% in Jacksonville, 61.5% in Charlotte and 17.5% in Denver.

Nearly 70% of the participants were referred by probation offices.

During the intake interviews, coordinators identified individual referral

interests, educational and personal needs, and collected demographic data. Program

goals were set at this time or at a second meeting. When personal needs (housing,

health care, mental health counseling, etc.) weze not available through the college,

contacts were made with appropriate community assistance organizations. In the

one site reporting this data, 124 of the 187 target participants were referred to

community agencies.

All three demonstration colleges plan to continue their program efforts. Two

have found state and local support monies, with the college administration of one

of these colleges matching a local grant. The third college plans to reserve

portions of campus counselors' time to assist offender and ex-offender students

and to maintain liaison with community justice agencies.

The project produced resource documents. Available currently in the Community

College ERIC system are a literature search on offender education programs and

a directory of postsecondary offender programs. The directory is also available

at AACJC. The final project report can be used as a handbook for developing

similar programs.

Final project evaluations provided by a national project evaluator and local

evaluators attached to each of the site programs underscored the success of the

program while recommending refinements for any future application. Included among

the evaluator's suggestions for program refinements were: the inclusion of a

modest student emergency loan fund, the establishment of a three month site planning

period, and the development of training for site staff in data collection and

other evaluation procedures.
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PREFACE

This report is written as a resource document for individuals and organi-

zations interested in implementing similar efforts. To facilitate the transfer

of this project's experience from the demonstration sites to other locations, the

rationale Pnd activities of project operations are described in detail. Particular

attention is given to the major problems encountered, and recommendations are

presented which address each of these problems. Included in this report are the

final program assessments written by each of the local-coordinators.

In the companion volume to this report, the national evaluator's analysis

is offered.together with the summative accounts prepared by local evaluators

from each of the sites.

The two documents present a complete picture of what was done and utat was

achieved in the Offender Assistance Through Community Colleges program.



INTRODUCTION

History: Although the actual funding for the Offender Assistance Through

Community Colleges program was not awarded until July 1974, the origin of the

concept preceeded this date by several years. R. Frank Mensel, through a series

of discussions with Justice, college, and community leaders conceptualized the

core idea in 1970. Mt. Hansel prepared a concept paper which detailed the philo-

sophic grounds of the progcskand described the role which coomunity colleges

could play as diversionary alternatives to incarceration for youthful offenders.

He shareithis paper with a number of individuals. One of these people was Sylvia

McCollum, then Education Research Specialist with the Federal Bureau of Pripons.

M. McCollum recognized the potential value of such a program, secured the en-

dorsement of Norman Carlson, Director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, and col-

laborated with Mt. Hensel in intezesting funding sources in the concept. In

addition to endorsing the progcam, the Federal Bureau of Prisons offered to provde

technical assistance and training resources to those colleges operating such a pro-

gram. Other written endorsements were received in late 1971 and 1972 from the

leadership in such agencies aa: state departments of education; departments of

corrections; state parole commissions; district courts; and private, non-profit,

justice-focused organizations.

In Mar& 1972, Mr. Mensel and Ms. McCollum convinced the Ford Foundation to

support a series of visits to geographically dispersed community colleges. Mr.

Mensel and a Foundation consultant visited eight colleges to gauge the interest

and the capacity of colleges to conduct such programs. Each of these colleges

was invited to submit a proposal to AACJC to initiate individual programs.

The Ford Foundation also expressed interest in supporting part of a total

demonstration project and suggested it would consider coVering national office

8



expenses. Private foundations and federal agencies were contacted to secure

funding for the operation of local college programs.

in the spring of 1974, the concept paper was submitted to the PUnd for the

Improvement.of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare. The paper led to a $50,000 six-month planning phase grant to AACJC.

Following this period, an additional $191,000 PIPSE grant was awarded to support

an 18-month demonstration program.

OrLgLnal Concents: The early formulation of the concept envisioned a co..

operative courts-community college relationship with college involvement in the

proba'-ion pre-sentence report procedures normally used by courts. It was thought

that college testing services would be provided for each convicted youthful

offender awaiting a sentencine hearing. This involvememt would assist the courts

in developing fuller information upon which to base a disposition and would help

the college identify those offenders who could benefit from ccamunity college en-

rollment.

A second part of the original program idea was that the college would be i

"true" alternative to incarceration for those offenders who posed no threat-to

the community. Instead of institutionalizing non...dangerous offenders, they would

be placed on probation so that they could participate in college programa. To

avoid the negative cast create(' by designating participation in the college prograi

as a condition of probation, participation would be voluntary, and further, if

participants achieved their goals while in the program, provisions would be sods

to reduce the length of their probationary period.

in the planning phase discussions with college and justice offiCials, it be-

came clear that these principles could not be included in the program. Coordination I
complexities between the colleges and probation departments and time restraints

1
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regarding pre-sentence reports mitigated against probation departments accepting

the college's offer to serve as a testing center for offenders. Secondly, the

nature of the propoaed college program and the requirements of the courts in terms

of offender supervision and control, argued againat the possibility that the

college could serve as an alternative to incarceration. Assuming the role of a

real alternative to incarceration would require that the college take on some of

the characteristics of justice agencies and these characteristica are inconsistent

with its mission. Thus, the existence of such a college program would not influence

the courts to release to the community an individual who would normally be sent

to prison or jail; rather, offenders who were placed on probation were offered

the opportunity of participating in the program.

Further, the courts could not accept the poaition that suCcessful completion

of program goals would automatically qualify offenders for a reduced probationary

period. The courts reserved the right to make such a deciaion based upon a range

of criteria rather than solely upon the behavior of indlviduals in the program.

Another component of the original concept involved offenders' use of college

services without official enrolbsent in the college. That is, counseling servicea,

job placement opportunities, career asaessmenr functiona, and community human

service agency references would be provided offendera who did not have an interest

in academic or occupational courses. In the early erases of the demonstration

phase, it Was apparent that the collegea reaisred providing services to peracms who

did not enroll. The colleges defined themselves aa institutions whose primary

role was to provide educational services and other assistance to individuala who

were formally registered. They were unwilling to broaden their role to include

acting as a general community resource.

10
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PROGRAM

ConcePt Overview: The Offender Assistance Through Community Colleges program

was conceptualized as one small but significant way of opening up traditional

avenues of opportunity to offender groups. The community college with its "open

door" policy, its ubiquity, its endemic characteristics, and its inexpensiveness,

is uniquely suited as a resource for offenders, many of whom feel shut out from

or are unaware of its availability.

The program was designed to respond to the growing interest in community cor-

rections expressed by leading justice thinkers in the last decade. The debili-

tating impact of incarceration, burgeoning prison populations, and the soaring costs

of incarceration, as well as the extremely limited success of penal rehabilitation

programs have motivated this interest.

The program concept viewed the college millieu as one which could influence

positive behavior. For several reasons (a sense that they could not succeed be-

cause of past failures in educational settings, feelings that college students

were not "their people" and that their life was circumscribed by the street, etc.),

it was felt that these individuals had to be invited in and led through the process

of college enrollment. After this point, the socially positive atmosphere of the

college, the opportunities for new associations, the general acceptance of divergent

opinions and life style which characterize college environments, and the sense that

new ways of achievement acceptable,to the community are possible....all of these

elements would assist program participants to avoid further criminal behavior.

With the exception of the small college project office,M0 new bureaucratic

structure was organized to service this non-traditional college group. The total

resources of the college in combination with the substantial number and vari of

existing services available through community service organizations were cm:mu...gated

Ie
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in such a manner that all conceivable student needs were met. For this reason,

special projecefends, which could be secured from these other sources, were not

made available to satisfy student needs.

Offenders were actively sought out and invited to participate in the college.

The courts were encouraged to view the college as a resource for the individuals

aypearing before them, and probation officers were requested to review their

current caseloads for likely candidates and to:watch for new clients who might

benefit from the program. Little additional work vems demanded from probation

departments. Rather, the college performed as a complement to the servicss nor-

ually provided by these offices.

The college served as a resource center for offenders. Academic and occupaiienal

programs of the college were open to program participants on the basis of educational

interests, needs, strensths, and weaknesses. Student services available to all

students in the college were equally available to them. These included financial

aid packages, job placement, mental and physical health assistance, veteran's pro-

srams, child care centers, and counseling (personal, career, and academic).

Student program goals and activities Imre prepared in writing during the

first series of interviews with program and college staff. (See Referral flow

Chart following this page.) Demographic and personal history data nes collected

OR each of the offender students interviewed. On the basis of this information,

student needs which could not be met by the college (housing, clothing, travel, .

serious milted and physical health problem, jobs, and family counseling) merle

sought in local human assistance organisations by the 'Inject staff. (See-Liaison

Schema Chart, page 7.) One of the principal respensUillities ef,site stafinms to
.

familiarise themselves and establish contacts with these community otgenizatUnia.
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Funding: The project incorporated two of the principal interests of the

funding agency (FIPSE): (1) to support creative approaches to the delivery of

postsecondary education services to non-traditional students; and, (2) to encourage

collaboration among postsecondary institutions and related community organizations

to reduce duplicative efforts and improve the quality of programs.

FIPSE's total two year support was $241,000. The demonstratica grant sward

was $208,000. Of this amount, Florida Junior College at Jacksonville received 4.

sub-grant of $38,402; Central Piedmont Community College received $37,615; ahd

Community College of Denver received $37,500. The site budgets totaled $113,517.

The national office budget yes $94,482. Site budgets included costs of cooreinator

attendance at two national advisory committee meetings in WaShington ($2,115),

expenses to attend two staff training sessiont .$3,666) and honoraria for local

evaluators ($3,000). Personnel, in-state travel, and overhead line items con-

sumed the remainder of these budgets. (FOrther budget details appear in the

F4. 11 Progress RaPart to FIPSE, Appendix 1.)

Program officers at the Fund directly.assisted project operations. The help

the agency provided included timely and positive responses to frequent requests

for budget changes; encouragement and,support regarding-the progress and achieve-

ment of the program; references to other relevant national project operations;

and assistance in locating continuation monies.

planning Phase: The project was funded in two stages. A six month planning

phase (August 1, 1974 through January 31, 1975) was devised to lay the foundation

for a demonstration phase. Among the activities conducted during this period

were: the creation of a national advisory committee, identification and visits to

potential site program colleges, development of a literature search CM higher

education offender programs, and selection of the demonstration site collages.



Based on a number of criteria, 15 comprehensive, urban community colleges were

invited to participate in a two-phase application procedure. The national project

staff prepared grading devices to screen the ten colleges which completed the

application procedure. With the assistance of the national advisory committee,

Florida Junior College at Jacksonville; Central Piedmont Community College in

Charlotte, North Carolina; and Community College of Denver in Colorado vire

selected as demonstration colleges. Urban colleges mere selected so that sufficient

numbers of target population offenders could be enrolled in the program to fully

test the concept.

A complete report on the activities and achievements of the planning phase

were submitted to FINE in January, 1975. This report, Final Progress Reoort to

jum, appears as Appendix 1. It includes college selection criteria and grading

devices.

Demonstration Phase: The demonstration phase of the project vas conducted

over an 18 month period, from Februari 1, 1975 through July 31, 1976. Notice of,

site college. grant-evards were made-on February 6,-1975. -71acherthe demonatration

colleges was free to trrovise to accommodate the idiosyncratic nature of the

college and the community it served. However, the colleges vire responsible for

reaching the program goals as they were set out in the FIPSE grant application.

(See Obiectivis section following.)

Target Cr2gpl First-time convictedlelons who were on probation or about

to be placed on probation and vho expressed an interest in participating in the

program were eligible. Participants were not to have heid any previous felony cow.

victions for which they received a prison sentence. The nature of their offenses

and their past educational achievement were to have little influence on eligibility.

The national project staff and advisory committee decided upon this audience,

-9.-
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although a great deal of diicussion during the planning stage site visits centered

on what VAS viewed as a restrictive and unreasonable definition of the target group.

Several assumptions supported this decision. First felony convictions placeindi*

viduels at a crucial tine in their lives. The trauma of being the focal point of a

judicial procedure through which they are found guilty of a serious offense can in-

fluence individuals to consider more acceptable means of fulfilling needs or

achieving goals. People in this position generally need guidance and assistance

in identifying and involving themselves in legittmate and useful opportunities.

If guidance and assistance are not offered, the likelihood is that they will return

to their former associations and behavior, a return which heightens the risk that

they will commit other serious offenses. More often than not, convictions on

second felony offenses will earn prison ttme.

The experience of incarceration, the criminal lessons inmates learn in in*.

atitutions, the societal stigma of having served time, the generally destructive

self-image which it creates, and the difficulty these individuals have in adjusting

4

to the community upon release compound the problems. Recidivism rates for Imprisoned

offenders which ranse from 65 to 85 per cent, support this position.

Thug, it was felt that if project resources ware directed toward first..tims

convicted felons at a time shortly after adjudication they would be more receptive

to the opportunities which could increase their chances for successfully partici-

pating in the life of their communities. It was obvious that such oPportunities

would be valuable to individuals who ware involved at any stas* of the justice

spectrum, from pre-trial divertees to people on parole. But limited project funds

and a !esire to demonstrate a clear impact on one segment of offenders suggested

that one group be chosen. It was agreed that under special circumstances non..

target offenders could be involved in the program, but the/prtmary effort vas to

-10
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be made for the target group. Finally, this group M68 selected because the project

literature search revealed that there were no higher education offender programs

focusing on this audience. The search showed that same prograns dealt with parolees,

but a preponderance of them addressed incarcerated offenders. None concentrated on

probationers or divertees, although many individuals in these SUMUSO8 were

attending colleges or universities. The program, then, was designed to fill an

existing gap.

-
Oblectives: This multi-faceted program was designed to affect not only

offender participants but also the site colleges, local justice agencies, local

human service offices, the communities in Which the programa were conducted, and

the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges. Objectives for each of

these components were developed and included in the grant application to FUSE.

(See Final Proarectleuort to FUSS, Appendix 1.)

The objectives regarding the participants included statements focusing on

Improvements in self-perception, employability, skills levels, and coping abilities.

For the college, the project aimed at encouraging an increased awareness of the

needs of the target group, a strong effort to coordinate its own services for the

benefit of this stoup, a more active role in using its influence to secure

assistance from community public service offices, and the colleges support for the

continuation of the program once fedsral monies terminated. For local justice

agencies the project sousht to offer a Complement to the service. they already

provided offenders, to improve the quality of these services by sharing their

responsibilitieswith the colleges, and to develop new means by yid& the needs

of offender stoups could be est. Community human service agency objective. con..

centrated on more effectively and efficiently releasing existing resources for

this sroup of offenders. Objectives of AACJC emphosised expanding its leadership



role in encouraging all community colleges to address the needs of offender groups.

Other major goals of the program highlighted program model development, pro-

gram publicity, project evaluation, and the provision of technical assistance to

colleges interested in implementing similar programs at their own,locations.

The national evaluator's sunmative report following this paper addressed the

achievement of the project based upon the full complement of goals and objectives

listed in the grant application.

Management Documents: An agreement between the local college and the national 1

office vas prepared by the AACJC office and shared mith each of the sites. (Sec

Appendix 2.) This document stated the nature of relationships between the national I

office and each of the sites, the reporting requirements, and other pertinent

details.

Another document describing the nature of relationships between each of the

colleges and the local probation departments was prepared in draft form by the

national office for the site colleges. (See Appendix 3.) The national office

suggested that each of the sites formalize this draft and thus codify agreements

with their respective probation departments. Part of this document focused on the

process by which referrals would be made to the college.

Project management plans were also requested of each site.

Staff: A national search was conducted to employ a national director. The

job description and qualifications statenent appears as Appendix 4.

In keeping with the autonomy afforded local projects, demonstration colleges

selected their own coordinators. The national office drafted a job description

and qualifications statement that could be used by the colleges. The national

project director reviewed the top candidates for this position and recommended

%elections, but the ultimate decisions were made by the colleges.

A..

-12-
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At two of the sites national searches were made. The third site selected a

person already employed by the college. Administrative policies at one site delayed

the hiring of a full-time coordinator until the beginning of the sixth month of

the program. An acting coordinator shepparded the program in the interim. The

careful search at a second site postponed the coordinator appointment until the

middle of the third project month. At the site at which a currently employed college

instructor was hired, the position was filled two weeks after the grant award

notice was received.'

The qualifications and professional experience of each coordinator varied

greatly. At Florida Junior College at Jacksonville, a 26 year old Caucasian woman

teaching in the college's High School Completion program assumed the coordinator's

'position. She,had had no relevant professional experience prior to her appointment.

She held a BA degree in International Relations and earned a MA degree in Human

Resource Management during the program. At Central Piedmont Community College the

coordinator was a 30 year old black male with a BA degree in Psychology/Bducation..

He had had extensive professional experience in social work, college career

planning and placement, and had administered a state level public service office.

The coordinator at Community College of Denver was a 39 year old Caucasian male

with a!BS degree in Psychology. Ha also held an MA, degree. Before taking the

coordinator's position at the college, he had had wide experiences with offender-

related programs, the most recent of which focused on higher education opportunities

for this audience.

Project directors were either appointed to their positions by the college

administration or volunteered to serve in that role.

Part-time staff were added to project offices intermittently during the life

og the program. College personnel policies prevented coordinators fron receiving

the full salary line approved in site budgets; this money was converted toIely

20 4w,



for additional staff help. Other budget aavings were realized when coordinators

andsecretaries were hired some time after the start of the program. In two sites

the new staff was used to collect data on participants and to provide client

follcw-up. At the third site the position of field assistant was created. The

Assistanez role was to work closely with the probation office to increase the

flow of offenders into the program. All of these additional staff provided some

counseling services. work-study students handled clerical chores at one of the

sites.

Organization: A national program office was established at the Association

under the Vice President for Programs. This office was responsible for the total

administration of the program. Included in this responsibilitywere: national

publicity; local program oversite; technical assistance to demonstration colleges

and to other postsecondary institutions interested in implementing the concept;

and liaison between local Site staffs and relevant networks of national organi-

zations (American Bar Association, National Alliance of Businessmen, etc.).

The:project staff at each of the cellege sites reported both to the college

department under which they were housed and to the national office. Their prin-

cipal functions included administering the program to achieve the stated objectives, 11

compiling accurate data on the experience of students enrolled in the progrem and

on staff activities, and completing required reports.

The organizational arrangements at each of the colleges are described and

charted in the following pages.

1

1
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CENTRAL PIEDMONT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

President

Other Offices

1

ICther Offices

Vice-President
Student Services

Other Offices

Director of
Counseling

1

Project Director
Counselor-

'Local Advisory 1.,,...rmItoject
Committee . Coordinator

Part-time
Staff

Other Offices

Third-Party
Evaluator

Central Piedmont Community College is a one-campus college. The program office

is placed under the Student Services Vice-President. The project director, a

counselor at the college, functions as the primary project liaison person with all

other college departments. This position is not supported by project monies. For

convenience, the project coordinator is shown directly under the project director.

However, the administration relationship between these two positions is not formal;

that is, the project coordinator conducts the day-to-day activities of the program

without having to receive the project director's-approval. The project director
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is kept informed about progress and significant program events, but primary respon-

sibility is maintained in the coordinator's office. A local advisory committee,

although inactive during the course of the program; was formed to advise and

react to program operations. A third-party evaluator, funded by project monies,

was responsible for assessing the achievements of the program.

1

1

1

1
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FLORIDA JUNIOR COLLEGE AT JACKSONVILLE

President

1

Provost
South Campus

I.

Other Offices

I.-i fLocal Advisory . Project 0...... Third-Party
Cozdinatoz EvaluatorCommittee

Florida Junior College at Jacksonville is a four-campus organization. The

program office is located in the Downtown Campus under the Open Campus Office. The

Downtown Campus gerves the central city population. Ctiginally the programing

located at the North Campus facility under the Director of Adult Education, but when

it was discovered that the majority of program participants lived in the downtown

area and that most of them wished to enroll in tho program offered on this campus,

the office was moved. The project director reports directly to the Dean of General

Studies for the Downtown Campus. He, like his counterparts at the other two project.!,
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sites, facilitates the work of the project within the college and provides, on

occasion, project liaison with community agencies. Although the relationship

between the project director and the project coordinator at this site is more

formal than it is at the other two sites, the project coordinator is relatively

free to conduct the work of the progrmm. The coordinator is responsible for super-

vising part-time staff and the secretary. A local third-party evaluator and

advisory committee is attached to the coordinator.

25
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m COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF DENVER

President

Vice-President
Red Rock Campus

Vice-President

Auraria Campus
Vice-President
North Campus

Other Offices

Other Offices

[

Third-Party
Evaluator

1

Local Advisory
Committee

Other Offices

Other Offices

Project

Coordinator

Part-time
Staff

Secretary

The project office at the Community College of Denver (a three campus college)

is placed under the Student Services Department of Auraria Campuilmhich serves

the downtown population. The project director is Director of Counseling on this

campus. The project director-project coordinator relationship Is informal as at

Central Piedmont, but the director administers the project budget. Other admini-

strative arrangements are similar to those in the Charlotte program, To accomodate

the three campus organisation of the college and to facilitate the Involvement of

26
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participants on each of these campuv.s, one counselor at each of the college loca-

tions is identified as Offender Assistance Program counselor. These people are

regular college counselors, a portion of whose time has been allocated to work

with program referrals and referral agencies. Although the project coordinator

works with each of these counselors, he is not administratively responsible for

them. They report directly to their respective directors of counseling. The pro-

ject coordinator is responsible for part-time staff and the project secretary.

A local advisory committee and third-party evaluator are linked to the coordinatoes

office.

27
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Staff Training Promos: Three staff training programs were conducted during

the 18 month program. The location of these sessions rotated among the sites to

permit each coordinator to view the other college facilities and program operations.

Responsibilities for arranging and coordinating these programs also shifted

among the coordinators. With the guidance of the national director and topic

recommendations of each of the coordinators, the coordinator on whose campus the

training session was to be held prepared the agenda, arranged for key speakers,

and facilitated the meetiags. .The staff at the first training session produced

audio and video tapes of its session and provided copies to the national director

and site coordinators. Written evaluation forme mire ..tompleted by each staff per-

son after emit three day session. (A sample form appears as Appendix 5.) Among the

agencies represented by the speakers in these sessions were: MIA, state and local

LEAA, the college, United Way, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Vocational Rehabili-

tation, state and local probation officers, and employment agencies. A uistrict

judge and a university, professor also spoke at one of the sessions. In addition

to providing site staffs with information about how thety might conduct their

program more effectively and offering opportunities for joint problem solving, ono

of the important functions of these sessions nen to familiarize important ocean:try

leaders with the details of the program and to acquaint them more intimately with-

the local people responsible for the efforts. It mem hoped that through this pro-

cedure site staff might derive mor cockration from these individuals and that,

In the case of those speakers administering funding programs, local or state

funding misht be explored when federal assistance terminated.

Site Visits: The national director gado four two-day site visits to each

of the demonstration colleges. These visits mere mode to provide tedhnical

assistance, to entourage the continuing program commitment of the college

-21
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administrative offices, to attempt to solve any project site problem, and to monitor

the referral flaw process.

National Advisory Committee: A national advisory committee me organized la

the early stages of the planning phase. Administrative officers in significant

project-related organizations were invited to participate on this committee. A

broadly representative body was sought,, including representatives free crtminal

justice, higher education, and community groups. The actual committee reflected

strong criminal justice end higher education representation, but little community

agency representation. (A conaittee membership list appears as Appendix 6.)

A core of Washington-based representatives were sought to make-it possible to

hold brief, unscheduled meetings, to utilize the national networks to which these

.individuals had access, and to reduce the costs of these meetings.

Only travel expenses Imre paid to committee members.

The function of the committee, stated in the original invitation letter, me

to advise the national project office on policy and operations and to provide sup-

port and assistance.

.The committee selected co-chairpersons.

Twe committee meetings were heM during the planning phase. In that initial

meeting, the national office staff shared project plans with the committee, in-

cluding the criteria upon which demonstration sites would be selected. The cow

mittee recommended various procedures relating to these issues and suggested

colleges which might be invited to submit proposals. In the second meeting, the

_committee reccomended the three sites which eventually received funding.

Three committee meetings were held during the dosonstration phase. At the

first two of these meetings the site coordinators made progress reports. In

response to these reports, committee members underscored their import for site

-22-
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efforts, suggested solutions to identified problems, proferred direct assistance

in facilitating activities at the sites, and attempted to clarify conplex program

iSsues.

The final committee meeting concentrated on site evaluation reports and on

the prospects for program continuation.

Approximately two-thirds of the full committee attended each of these

meet it gs.

Among the direct assistance which this committee supplied wire the following:

printed significant project documents (Federal Bureau of Prisons)

provided trainers for two of the three staff training programs (Federal
Bureau of Prisons)

opened &CCU(' to district judges (regional office of Community Services
Administration)

wade contact with state and district probation offices (American Bar
Association, Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services)

secured staff invitations to speak at various regional and national
meetings*to publicize the program (Federal ammo of Prisons and
National Conference on Alternatives to Incarceration)

encouraged the president of one of the demonstration sites to consider
releasing college funds to support the continuation of the local
project (College Personnel and Guidance Association)

identified potential funding agencies and organisations vbich could
support the national program (general committee)

Local Advileffv Committees: Bach of the demonstration sites developed local

advisory committees. The national project office encouraged oath ofthe sites to

model their committees on the national group both in terms of irabilershiy and

functions.

The site program experience with these committeel varied grehtly. (See

site coordinators' final reports, Appendix,7.) According_to the cqopdinator

at Florida Junior College at Jacksonville, the advisory comittse was actively
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involved with project operations and contributed to the success of the program.

This committee was instrumental, for example, in securing continuation nonies for

the program and one member personally donated money to a student emergency loan

account and convinced the company for which he worked to match his contribution.

At Central Piedmont Community College, the committee met only twice early

in the demonstration phase conflicts anong committee nembers regarding program

goals and operations diminished the value of this group, and the coordinator

therefore decided to discontinue it. The Community College of Denver's committee

net infrequently; its contribution', based on the coordinator's reports of these

meetings, are unclear.

In addition to the functions noted for the national advisory committee, the

local cornittnes were also to act as community buffers. Because of their leadership

roles, it was expected that their participation in itself would reduce the potential

for ccumunity resistence and, in the event that a participant comMitted a serious

crime on or off campus, they could help prevent the general population from deianding

the termination of the entireProgram. No such critical incident occurred.

Publicity: Upon the advice of the national advisory committee, local coor-

dinators were counseled to maintain a low project profile in their communities.

This advice was based on the experience of earlier community offender programs.

Community resistance was generated when the prOgram was broadcast before its

benefits and safety could be demonstrated. Site staffs were directed to share the i

general program details wdth key compunity leaders.(newspaper editors, politicians,

public service officials, clergy, business administrators, etc.) in personal dis- .

-

cussions in an effort to garner their support end assistance. But coordinators - -I

ware advised not to make presentations to groups of people vhose understanding
I

might be incomplete and whose philosophic stance might be anathema to the program. H

1



Criminal justice audiences were excepted. Coordinators were encouraged to speik

before these groups.

Anticipating a future time when publicizing the project to other audiences

might be advisable and necessary,, site staffs were encouraged to begin early to

collect evidence of program achievement and of its benefits to the general com-

munity.

To respond to letters of inquiry about the program and to inform justice

officials, project brochures were developed. Two sites produced their own bro-

chures while the third used the one created by the national office. The national

office distributed 1,800 copies of its brOchure to a broad audience....

The national office was charged with publicizing the program alwidely, as

possible so that other community colleges night be encouraged to initiate similar

programs on their campuses. Program announcements were made frequently in AAC3C

publications. Presentations were made at several local, regional, and national

meetings. Informal discussions about the progrsa were conducted at cther con-

ferences in which the national director participated. Resource documents were

developed by project staff and mailed to individuals and organisations in response

to letters of inquiry. Among the documents were: °trends im Offender Vocational

and Education Programs: A Literature Search with Program Development Guidelines,"

and "Offender Assistance Programs Operated by Postsecondary Institutions of

Education - 1975-76." The Federal Bureau of Prisons reproduced 300 copies of

"Frauds" while AAC3C printed 2000, cogs* of the directory of programs. Both

documents are in the ERIC Clearinghouse for junior-Colleges system.

The staff were invited to participate in two national coeferencess The

National Conference on Alternatives to Incarceration held in Natal. in September

of 1975, and the Wingspread COnference on Community Corrections end Positive
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Educational Programming held in Racine, Wisconsin in April, 1976. in the Boston

conference, the full staff conducted a workshop on the project; in a second work-

shop, one site coordinator led a discussion on his program which included the

presentations of two offender students; and, the national project director partici-

pated in a third workshop on developing community support for these programs. The

Wingspread Conference, which highlighted the project, was arranged by the national

office staff. (The record of the national office's publicity appears as

Appendix 8.)

Reports:, Quarterly progress reports were required from each of the sites.

A form was prepared by the national office and forwarded to each of the site

coordinators. in addition to an open-ended question permitting general responses

to the program, the coordinators were asked to report on their achievements,

problems, planned activities for the next quarter, and relationships with rele-

vant agencies, including the college bureaucracy. (A sample quarterly report form

appears as Appendix 9.)

in October 1975, through the advice of the national advisory ccumittee, a

monthly referral flow reporting form was drafted by the national office staff.

(See Appendix 10.) This form was designed to help the AACJC staff maintain a

current view of the flow of students in and out of the program so that problems

in this process could be identified and handled quickly. it was revised in

response to staff suggestions and, with the approval of site coordinators, made

a staff responsibility beginning in November, 1975. The form requested information

on the number of students involved in the program, student curricula selections,

number of students receiving financial aid and the nature of that aid, number of

students referred to community, human service agencies and the names of those

agencies, number of students who completed their program goals, number of students
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who dropped out of the program and the reasons for these drops, and other

relevant details.

Central Piedmont Community College and Florida Junior College at Jacksonville

submitted these forms monthly through June 1976. The Community College of Denver

ceased forwarding this information in February 1976, explaining that the college's

computerized student records system and its academic quarter organization made it

hmpossible for the project office to provide accurate data for this form. Con-

sidering this problem, the national office agreed that the college would submit

quarterly student involvement forms covering the fall and winter quarters of 1975

and the remaining project quarters.

The national office prepared monthly progress reports from February 1975,

through Jvne 1976, to the funding agency.

Evaluation: General project evaluation plans were described in the Final

Progress Report to FIPSE submitted in January 1975. Specific evaluation plans were

to be developed in concert with the local evaluators. The team concept was em-

ployed. Each of the site colleges was to engage its own evaluator. Modest pro-

ject monies ($1,000 for each site) were allowed for this purpose.

The local evaluators prepared two formative evaluations during the first

year of the program. These process assessments were deeigned to judge the strengths

and weaknesses of local operations sad to offer recommendations designed to improve

the probability of total program success.

The first process evaluations covered the first nine months of the project.

All of thesb reports stated that the programa were progressing well, that cooperation

among the referring agencies and the college office vas good, and that coordinators

were effectively fulfilling their responsibilities. Probleis identified in these

reports included: staff discouragement produced by unrealistically high expectations



concerning the positive impact of the program on participants, demanding office

details which drained time from more significant activities, and insufficient

counseling services. Aided by the evaluators' recommendations, the national

director and the site coordinators attempted to find solutions to these problems.

The second process evaluations described project operations from October 1975

through January 1976. Each evaluator stated that site programs were progressing

well. Recommendations included: develop procedures for involving college coun-

selors in the program; share program information with the,courts to maintain their

commitment to the program; establish an emergency itudent loan fund; and clarify
\

respetive roles of project director and coordinator. The site coordinators and

the national director responded to each of the recommendations listed in these

reports.

The local evaluators also wrote final reports describing the achievement of

each site. (These appear in the companion evaluation document.)

A national evaluator provided a process evaluation on the work of the

Association's project office. .The evaluator also assisted local evaluators

with their work when it Was needed and analyzed the total program achievement by

examining the individual reports from site evaluators.

The national evaluator was hired during the project planning phase. By May

1975, all three site evaluators mere appointed. In August a national meeting was

held in Washington for the site evaluators, the national evaluators, and the

national project director. A core evaluation model was developed and adopted at

this meeting. This model was to serve as the base for the field site evaluation

reports. As with other aspects of the program operation, the evaluators were

responsible for incorporating as a minimum the materials and analyses described

in this model; they were free to do more if they chose. CA copy of the core
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model appears as Appendix 114

The first national office process evaluation report covered the first eight

nwoths of the demonstration phase. The full scope of office activities was

analyzed and commented upon. The report stated that all office activities vmre

consistent with the intents of the program and that the programme being well

managed. The evaluator offered.suggestions for refinements in oPetstions. Among

these refinements were; the institution of additional mechanisms to improve comr

munications among the sites; more careful'definition of the role of the local pro-

ject directors, particularly in regard to their relationships with respective

proje2t coordinators; identification of resources for supporting additional site

staff to help carry office work loads; establishment of a small emergency loan

fund at each site; and implementation of a thorough national office budget review

to attempt to find additional monies to sUpport.site programs. The national pro-

jact director discussed the report with the evaluator and acted upon each of the

recommendations.

(Copies of all process evaluations iffre forwarded to DIME; thus they

are not included in this document.)

In their final reports the coordinators were asked to focus on several points.

(The coordinators' final reports appear as Appendix 7.) They unanimously stated

that their achievement was limited by inadequate staffing, insufficient or non-

existent student emergency loan monies, and a target population which restricted

them. Each reported that after the first year of the program they *paved it to

non-target offenders. Mere than half of the total participast group at the
- .

Community College of Denver fell into this category, while the numbers at the

other two sites did not exceed 357. of the total. The coordinators' stated that

once the program viu established justice agencies serving other than target popula..
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tiou offenders expressed strong interest in the program and requested that their

clients also be invited to participate. This expanded interest was unexpected

as were the invitations they receivmd to speak before various local, regional, and

national meeting'. According to the coordinators, their college administrations

made special accommodations for program students, including: registration as con-

tinuing students, override privileges in certain classes, quick financial aid -

eligibility procedures, and special loan funds. Not all of these special prom

visions ware permitted at each site. All three coordinators reported that they

felt the program organization (national office-local demonstration site colleges)

was reasonable and effective, but the Community College of Denver coordinator sus*

gested that the distance and the infrequent communications among the sites and

between the sites and the national office was "a distinct disadvantage."

)

All three sites reported that the project would be continued but in a

different form. (See Program Continuation. section following.)

In the "Comments" section, one coordinator stated that he felt the program

was a "tremendous ucãess" because responsive relationships with justice agencies

had been established, the college had evidenced strong.interest in developing

additional programs for these students, student offender experiences on the campus

had been good, and the college faculty had begun to appreciate the individuality

of these students.

Prastam Continuation: On the national level, the project office has submitted

a grant application to LEAA requesting funds to develop and iselsoont two *limit*

resource models. These models are different from the present program but build

on the experiences gained from it.

At this time the likelihood is that all three of the site programs will be

continued. Florida Junior C011ege at Jacksonville has set aside approximately:

,,..
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$22,000 from its operating.budget to support the program. A $30,000 Comprehen-

sive Education and Training Act (CETA) grant to the college will supplement these

funds. At Central Piedmont Community College the college expects to receive more

than $125,000.from the state Department of Corrections to extend the program for

another year, with the understanding that if the college is successful the prograa

will be funded for a second year. The college administration has made a commitment

'to incorporate the program in its budget at the end of the second year of Department

of Corrections funding. At the Community College of Denver no continuation monies

have been found at this time. However, the college president is attempting to

uncover monies in his present budget to support the program. Even without new

funds emphasis on offender groups will continue at the college. Campus counselors

who have worked With the program during the demonstration phase will continue

their liaison with justice agencies for the purpose of enrolling and assisting

likely offenders and ex-offenders at the college.
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PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceeding part of this report describes program operations. The

following part identifies some of the signi!icant problems experienced by the

project and offers recommendations designed to address these problems. It is

anticipated that the combination of these two parts will be useful to any reader

who contemplates implementing a similar program.

arStatess Whts:" The relationship between the national office and the

local college sites was imbued with a tension'produced by sit* staff's perception

that local autonomy was threatened by a Washington office. The =intone* of this

tension in all similarly organised project operations and, in fact, in all federal

government activities which involve Washington guidance for local programe (revenue

sharing and discretionary grant programs, for example), suggests that its existence

has little to do with such variables as staff personalities,, salary differentials,

or operational procedures. When the national management of such programs assumes

the responsibility for monitoring activities, for providing leadership, and for

offering technical assistance to local demonstration sites, this condition is

usually produced. Little can be done to eliminate it, but it can be anticipated

and accommodated.

Evidence of this tension was first noted by the national project evaluator

during a series of planning phase site visits. He stated in his trip report that

the officials with whom we met (college, justice, and community leaders) tended

to view the national project office as an adjunct of the federal government end

'therefore were somewhat suspicious of it and at the same time solicitious of it. In

completing the evaluation form after the first training program, On's of the project

coordinators wrote that she hoped that each of the demonstration colleges would be,

free to exercise certain "state's rights' in the operation of the local programs.
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And in his final report, a coordinator stated thae project reporting forms justified

the existence of the national office, but provided no useful function for site

programs.

In every contact between the national office and the site staffs, the national

director nade efforts to reduce these tensions. However, it mks clear, at least

at one of the sites, that nothing short of relinquishing the role would be

acceptable. The original program concept paper stated that within the general

structure and purposes of the program local sites would be free to shape the program

to match the idiosyncracies of the college and the community it served. This

position was repeated at staff training programs, during site visits, and in cor-

respondence.

In the Charlotte and Jacksonville programs this tension did not appear to .

interfere with effective program implementation. In Denver it was evident in

nearly all contacts. At this site, surface agreements were possible, but the

college staff had difficulty adjusting to the requirements imposed by the original

grant concept.

Recommendation: AB much local autonomy as possible for prclect implementation

should be afforded demonstration sites. The ainimum project reqUirements and

responsibilities of site staffs should be clearly stated at the inception of the

program. The function of the national director should also be mode explicit from

the outset. The requirements of other related organizations and project individuals

(the funding source, the college administration, evaluators, and cooperating

agencies) should be clarified in writing. Structured opportunities for project

staffs to freely exchange ideas and feelings relating to program administration

and responsibilities should be built into a program so that conflicts produced

by these issues can be minimized. Whenever possible, operations staff should

33
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be involved in the program planning stages.

(2) Application Development: In many community colleges, the grants develop-

ment office is an important component of the president's staff. Its primary role

is to identify and seek out local, skate, and federal funds to support continuing

and new programs at the college. In developing grant applications for auch funds,

grant officiala most frequently work with faculty who art expert in the relevant

subatantive field. Often, however, these officials prepare.applications without

involving appropriate faculty. Time contraints and other reasons explain this

oversight. When these grants are awarded, a search is generally made in the college

for a faculty person to direct the programs. Occasionally these selected faculty

are not prepared to administer them. They may not be sympathetic to the tenets

and purposes of the programs, or they may be already overburdened with other

assignments. Under these conditions the probability that the programs will get off

to good starta and that they will reach their objectives is diminished.

A corollary to this situation is the attitude which sometimes exists between

faculty and administrative staff. Teaching faculty sometimes resist direction frae

administrative personnel. They assume that they have a firmer grasp of reality,

of what will and won't work, than administrators have who are "sway from the action."

Operations suggestions frau administrative personnel, therefore, are resented by

these faculty.

The project experienced difficulties in these areas. The Community College

of Denier's grants office pxepared an excellent grant Implication. Althtugh one cZ

the eventual project principals participated in the initial meeting' preceeding

the development of the grant application, he did nOt take an active role in its

preparation. Other appropriate faculty were not involved at this stage. When the

grant was awarded, implementation was assigned to the director of counseling on



one of the campuses; he had not been part of the deliberations, nor aware of

the college's specific interest in this effort. He was already carrying a heavy

administrative load. He expressly resented the fact that the grants office was

making program decisions (regarding progrma location, budget cuts, and program

goals) without consultation.

At Central Piedmont Community College, the situation was reversed. Although

a grants development office exists at the college, the potential contributions it
so.

could meke to the program, particularly in terms of discovering contimation

monies, wms not developed until the final months of the project.

At Florida Jun....r College at Jacksonville, none of these problems were raised.

At the initial planning phase meeting, college administrators, faculty from related

departments, and community and justice representatives shared their views concerning

the program concept. Unanimous agreements about the principles of the program

were reached at that meeting. Later, the grants development office, appropriate

faculty, and the projectedprogram director participated in the preparation of

the application. Thus, when the grant was received, the college was ready to begin

operations almost immediately with the full understanding and cooperation of

participating offices.

Recommendation: In the development of grant applications, affected offices

should have active roles. College administrators, grants development officers,

expert faculty, and the projected director of the program should jointly contribute

to the formulation of the application. The central role should be played by the

grants office in consultation with the projected director since Once the application

procedure is completed it will be the director's responsibilitY-to administer the
-v

grant. After the award is obtained, periodic progress notes should be shared with

all those mho participated in the original exercise.
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These procedures should help to insure cooperation and cannitmlnt among

the project office, college departments, and relevant community organizations.

(3) Counseling: One of the key assumptions of the program was that adequate

resources existed in the college and community to serve all the personal and

1scholastic needs of tHe target group. One of these important resources was the

counseling faculty at the college. It was anticipated.that these faculties, without I

specifically knowing the histories of program participant's, could provide helpful

personal, =seismic, and career counseling to this group. With one notable ex-

ception, these services were not employed at the site colleges.

At Central Piedmont community College the coordinator (with the concurrence

of the project director) stated that the counseling faculty was unable to relate

to these students. Wa suggested that the kind of experiences and the kind of

needs that program participants had were beyond the ability and interest of the

counselors. He described them as adequate for middle-crass students but ineffective

with students frouLmore deprived circumstanceswith different life styles and

principles. Counselors at this college, therefore, were not involved in the pro-

gram. Project staff attempted to provide all individual counseling in addition

to their other responsibilities. The result was that there was slbppage in same

of the staff's Major responsibilities (data collection and followup), frustration

(it was impossible to provide intensive counseling to a growing number of partici-

pants; dropouts were viewed as personal failures), and dbminished achievement.

At Florida Junior College at Jacksonville, faculty counselors were used

minimally. In an early demonstration phase meeting with the directors of

counseling from two campuses, two conflicting attitudes cncerning college

counseling were expressed. One of the counseling directors stated that he was

extremely nervous about working with this group becaus none of his department

1



had had npecial training. The other director of counseling made it clear that his

staff were responsible Cor academic advising; other kinds of counseling services

were beyond their ken. During the course of the demonstration period individual

counselors at this site offered their services, but the full use of these counseling

deparmsents was never developed, thus placing an additional burden on the project

coordinator who took on a good portion of the counseling work.

At the Community College of Denver, one counselor at each of the three college

campuses was identified as the program counselor. Project monies were not used

to pay them; the college agreed to release them from part of their norual

activities to concentrate on this special group. Referring justice agencies in the

district served by each campus had direct contact with these counselors; counselors

informed them about individual student involvement in the program. The counselors

were essentially receivers; they performed no outreach activities. According

to the coordinator, the size of their caseloads also prevented them from con-

ducting follaw-up activities, so that any student contact after the initial inters.

view had to be initiated by the participant student.

Recommendation: Effective counseling is crucial to the success of this pro-

gram. It must be readily available, pro-active, and sensitive to the special

needs of these students. Under ideal conditions, projects should have assigned

full-ttme counneling staff, composed of trained persons %to have had counseling

experience with offenders. The counseling office should be open during the college

day. No mor6 than 50 students should be assigned to each counselor. Complete

and accurate records should be kept on the interaction between the students and

the counselors. A varieFy of counseling techniques should be devised to respond

to the differing needs and stages of development of the whole group; that is, in-

dividual, small group, and large group sessions should be held with the purposes
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of each such session clearly expressed at the beginning. This staff should not be

separated from the regular college counseling staff. Means of drawing in the

regular staff, of sharing experiences with them, and of offering training to

them should be developed so that eventually the full counseling staff will be

capable of providing counseling assistance to these students.

If the ideal is not possible, efforts should be made to identify faculty

counselors who are willing and capable of working With these students. Their

full-time (or part-time if that is the only possibility) assistance should be

sought for the program. Training progress should be organized by the staff to

help Jharpen the understanding and sensitivities of these counselors regarding

offender students. Student assignments to each of these counselors should be ad-

justed to match the time they are able to spend with the project, but the student-

counselor ratio should not exceed 1-50. Under this arrangement, also, counselors

should be required to keep full amd accurate records of their encounters with each

student and of the services they provide.

Except under unusual circumstances, the project administrative staff should

not be responsible flr direct student counseling.

Scheduled followup activities with each of the students should be arranged.

exprThe frequency of these activities should depend on the perceived or essed

need of each student, but a minimum of one discussion per quarter or semester Is

advisable.

(4) Project Administration: Confusion regsrding the respective roles of the

pvoject director and the project coordinator at each of the sites caused some

di ficulties. The national director drafted a job description for the coordinator

position and distributed it to each of the sites at the beginning of the demon-

stration phase. The omordinator's job description stated that this person would
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have principal authority to conduct the activities of the project. All three

site colleges worked from this draft in selecting and hiring staff.

As the program was ecnceived, the project director, a ranking faculty person

at the college, %ms to facilitate the project's relationship with othex college

offices and, When possible, with Important public assistance groups in the com-

munity. Except in a very general way, the project director was not expected to

supervise the conduct of the project.

Once the program was in place, the project directors assumed an oversight

position inconsistent with the relative independent authority, which the coordinators

felt they had. Some coordinators reported that directors expected them to report

their daily actitivies, to check with them before setting up appointments with other

college officials, and to invite them to all meetings with community leaders. The

coordinators resented this oversight, feeling that, although the project was housed

in the college, it was an independent entity existing in the college only because

it was convenient; college rules and chains of command, therefore,.should not

apply to them. The directors, on the other hand, performed as though they had the

same administrative responsibility over this program as they had over other offices

undex their aegis.

The titles chosen to identify these two positions contributed to this con-

fusion. The descriptor "director" denotes one with primary respengibility, while

the term "coordinator" implies one %to works under supervision.

Recommendations Job descriptions for all project positions should be pre-

pared. The titles of these positions should clearly reflect the level and nature

of the responsfliiities of each position. Included in these job descriptioni

Should be a definitive statement about the line of authority in reifird to pro-

ject operations and in terns of the project's relationship to other cones. offices.
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(5) Evaluation: A. reported earlier in this paper (see Evaluation section),

the evaluation schema for this project reflected the program management arrangement.

A local, independent evaluator was hired by each of the sites to provide two pro-

cess evaluations and a summative evaluative report. The process evaluations

were designed to provide in-progress assessments of project operations at the aix

and twelve uonth points. The final report was to be an assessment of the total

achievement of the individual programs based on the project objectives.

Because of the academic stature and experience of the selected evaluators,

the national office gave them little direction regarding procedures for preparing

a useful process evaluation. However, before the first of these reports were due,

a copy of the national office evaluator's process evaluation of the AACX office

activities was shared with each of the local evaluators. It was offered as a

model.

Because of the modest evaluation budget allowed for each of the sites,

evaluators and staff agreed that the staff would be responsible for collecting the

data required in the core evaluation and that the evaluators would use this data

to analyze project achievement.

As stated by the national evaluator in the attached report, there was a

serious breakdown in these procedures. At one site little data were collected,

thus making an assessment nearly impossible. At a second site the data were both

incomplete and internally inconsistent. At the third site the data collected

were sufficient but were sometimes not presented in a form perMittiAe comparisons

with what was available from the other two sites. At two of the sitestheremere

significant ma between vhat vas collected and the requirement!' of ths core

evaluation. The result is that important conclusions about the achievement of

of the project can not be made. 47
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Recommendation: In any future application of this evaluation approach care

should'be taken to employ evaluators mho have had experience with such programs and

who have the time required to adequately complete these assignments. Data checks

should be made by the local evaluator at six month intervals to insure.that appro-

priate data are being collected and that it is collected in a usuable form. Local

evaluators in concert with the national evaluator and the national project director

should meet to design the core evaluation tool. If project hudets permit, local

coordinators should also participate in this meeting. Once the core design is com-

pleted, local evaluators with the national director should provide training to

local coordinators regarding the principles of evaluation, record keeping, data

collection, and data analysis. If possible, a project staff person should be

assigned to collect these data.

An alternative, but more costly approach to the evaluation of such a project

would be to employ one evaluator to provide these services at all sites and the

national office. Disadvantages of this model are: local autonomy would be

diminished and evaluator accessibility to the programs would be reduced.

(6) Emergency Loan Fund: One of the key project assumptions was that college

resources in addition to those existing in public service offices are sufficient

to satisfy offender needs. Although the project showed that these resources do

exisi and that it is possible for project staff to facilitate offenders' use of

them, occasionally it occurred that individuals could not participate in the program

because they lacked funds for immediate necessities. These necessities included

money for transportation to and from the college, for books and supplies, and

for registration. Even with good prospects for employment in the mear future,

these students could not take advantage of the program opportunity when they wished

to.

4 8
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Often BOEG awards and veterans' checks, for example, arrived after the be-
.

ginning of a college quarter or senmster. Students needed loans to enroll im-

mediately while they were waiting for their assistance requests to be processed.

Many colleges have student emergency loan funds available, but the total is

generally small and expended quiekly.

Florida Junior College at Jacksonville received private donations to establish

'such a fund and reported that it proved to be of great value in enrolling students

when they were ready to enroll and did not have the financial resources themselves

to do so. Coonmnity College of Denver found some college loan funds Which were

released for the project's use.

pcminendation: Staff should assist students in finding personal resources

1i

to satisfy individual needs and to encourage economic independence. But for special !

situations, a small student emergency loan fund should be established for the use

of project students. Clear criteria and procedures for the use and repayment of

these funds should be established. Net all participant. will need to use this

fund, but the experience of one of the project sites euggests that approximately

507. of the student group benefited from such loans. The average loan at this site

was $25.00.

(7) En_ConasPt Terms: In the original concept paper and in later documents

relating to data collection and evaluation procedures, continual reference was made

to "referrals" and "enrollments." The term "referral" was meant to describe all

those probationers whose names had been given to the project staffs as people in-

terested in and eligible for theprogram as well as those probationers whomado.

contact with the program 0R their own. Offenders remained under this rubric until

they had actually enrolled in the college or had received certain specific

services from the program office. Among these services were the developent of

4g 1
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individual student program goals and schedules, the completion of student aid forms,

academic and career testing packages, contact with public assistance agencies, cow

pletion of attitudes and value systems pre-test, and assessment of personal needs

and problems which could interfere with the student's success in the college.

Once a combination of these servicex were provided by the staff and even before

they actually enrolled for classes, the students were to be counted as "enrollments."

/n some correspondence the two terms were used interchangably, thus producing

some confusion as to howlaany individuals were actually being assisted in sir

nificant ways by the college staff. This confusion produced misunderstanding and

frustration at the Community Collet& of Denver. This site -reported that for

every referral arriving at the project or counselor's office basic services were

given, thus every "referral" was also an "enrollment." Not all services were pro-

vided every referral and no accurate record was kept to show which services were

provided to which referrals. Thus, there was no way to differentiate between

those who could fairly be called "enrollments" and those who wer simply "referrals."

The distinction in the two terms %vs apparently understood at the other

two sites.

Recommendation: Comprehensive definitions of key project concept terms should

be included in both the program description papers and in the evaluation statements.

(8) Continuation FOndina: As noted in (2) fimplioation Development above,

project staff relationships with the colleges grant development office varied

from excellent to poor. Since one of the goals of the demonstration project vas

to find continuation monies to carry the program beyond that period supported by

federal funds, it was important for the site staffs to work with these offices.

Without this assistance, the staffs meld have to 'take on these responsibilities

themselves.



Central Piedmont Community College found itself in this position. The

predictable result was that time and attention were taken from the other important

functions of the office and given to the demanding chore of grant application

development and funding agency liaison. The report of the local evaluator for

this site suggests that during the three to four month period in which this activity

was at its height, student data were not collected, monthly referral counta dropped,

and other important project responsibilities were treated superficially. To com-

pound the problem, this increased activity came at a time when the staff assistant

bad to be released for lack of ,.nds to aupport

At Florida Junior College where the grants office was actively involve(' with

the project, there was no evidence that this dislocation of attention occurred.

At Commulity College of Denver little grant develoiment activity vas initiated by

the staff.

Recommendation: No later than one year before the termination of funding

support project staff should consult with the college's grants development office to

solicit its services and support in generating continuation monies. The principal

burden for this development should rest wIth the grants office. Project staff

should become involved in the process, but these activities should not interfere

wlth their project responsibilities. The ground for this relationship should be

prepared from the inception of the program by involving the grants office in the

original proposal development activities, by keeping it informed about program pro

gross, and by informing it that continuation aonies will be necessary in the future.

The application narrative, however, hould reflect the thinking and experience of

the project sininistrators and other experts familiar with.program details.

(9) Staffing.: Under ideal conditions the staff structure presented in the

original college applications to AACJC probably would not.have been adequate. This
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staff consisted only of the project coordinator and a secretary. Project student

services were to be provided by established offices and organizations and co-

ordinated by the staff. As has been noted earlier in this report, some of these

significant services were not provided, most important among them in two

locations mere counseling services. Confusion in the role of the director tended

to place some of the responsibilities originally conceived as part of this role

on the shoulders of the coordinators. Grant development activities also consumed

a good portion of the time of two coordinators in the last stages of the demon-

stration phase. The unexpected difficulty in collecting data and completing

student records also drained large portiuns of the coordinators' time.

Careful budget reviews conducted at each of the sites after the first half

of the demonstration phase succeeded in uncovering monies which would not be

spent by the end of the project period at current spending levels. This "extra"

money was used to hire part-time staff to share the work of the project office.

This unexpected help was invaluable, but if these positions had been filled with

full-time employees, some of the shortcomings of the program might have been

avoided.

Recommendation: In any future program serving a comparable group and number

of offenders, additional project staff should be employed. A data collection

specialist should be appointed to maintain individual student records and to

provide follow-up functions for participants. As has already been noted, project

counselors should be appointed. (See (3) in this section.) Othez SOUVC44 of pro,

ject staff assistance should also be utilized. To help in professional office

activities, internship slots should be established with the cooperation of local

colleges and universities. In such arrangements and benefits amd responsibilities
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of each party should be clearly laid out in writing. Work study students should

also be used. Student volunteers from the community college and other local higher

education institutions should be used as tutors, peer cournelors, student buddies

and to perform similar functions. Volunteers in probation programs and other es-

tablished volunteer criminal justice programs might also be used.

Many of these sources of assistance for project work are free. Before help

is sought from such sources, however, the need for it should be clearly established

and the specific roles these volunteers are to play should be codified.

(10) Target Population: The reasons for the selection of first-time convicted

felonn as the target population for this program are given earlier in this paper.

Controvevsy surrounded this selection from the first site visit nade during the

planning stage. Justice officials were particularly concerned. They argued from

a number of positions; (a) first-time convicted felons is a "phony" category, for

many of these offenders have been charged with felonies in the past but have suc-

cessfully, plea bargained down to misdemeanors; (b) juvenile offenders charged with

the first serious offense would be a more reasonable group to focus on if one of

the goals of the project is to offer these opportunities to offenders at a crucial

stage II their experiences with the justice system; (c) most service 'would be given

if the project were targeted on multiple offenders who have had prison experience,

for it is these individuals who are in most need of concentrated help; (d) divactees

from the system, because of the special conditions under which.they are released

from prosecution, would make a more logical choice for the program.

In spite of the explanations given for the selection of the target population,

most of these groups persisted in their positions. At least one of the project

coordinators took a similar stance. The inordinate number oUnowitarget offenders

involved in the program at the Community College of Denver suggests that fidelity
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to the program position was not maintained there.

Another problem relating tothis issue concerns the number of first-time

convicted felons available in the project cities. In the original college project

applications each site presented evidence that there were sufficient such offenders

to meet the goal of 180 program participants over an 18 month period. Because of

the data collection procedures used by many probation systems, it is difficult to

calculate the exact number of people in this category. However, a formula (used

by the U.S. Attorney General) was applied during the planning phase of the program;

the results indicated that each of the site cities produced sizable nuibere of

first-time convicted felons yearly.

Recommendation: This program has proven that the community college is capable

of providing the kinds of services to first..tlime convicted felons which wIll assist

them in becoming contributing, productive members of their communities. By ex-

tension, it iS clear that all other offender groups with access to the community

could also benefit from such a program. Any future application of this concept

should include the provision of opportunities to all offender groups which are

in the community.

(11) Advisory Committees: While the national advisory committee to the prew

ject functioned well and contributed significantly to the achievement of the pro-

gram, the experience of the sites with their committees varied greatly. At.Florida

Junior College at Jacksonville the evidence is that committee members were personally

committed to the program, viewed it as a worthwhile effort, and fejt that their

ant contributions advanced the program. Several of these committee members partici-

pated in the initial project meeting during the planning phase when the national

director visited the college. Regularly scheduled committee meetings mere held

by the coordinator. When meetings were not necessary, the coordinator prepared
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and mailed brief progress reports to committee members. Direct assistance was

asked of this committee when project problems arose. The probation official respon-

sible for the majority of the referrals to the program sat on this committee as did

a district court judge trom the court system processing these offenders. The

result was that this comeittee functioned erceedingly well and benefitted the total

program.

This experience was not apparent at the other two sites.

For the reasons advanced earlier in this report, a carefully formed and

effectively administered local advisory committee is important to the complete

success of such community corrections programs.

Recommendation: A broadly representative lout advisory committee should be

developed for any such program. Community leaders speaking for diverse maj.,.

groups should be invited to participate on these committees. Their roles should

be advisory but they should be invited to react and make recommendations con-

cerning all important elements of project operations. Representatives from the

agencies which supply participants to the program should sit on the committee.

Administrators from funding agencies should also sit on these committees. Project

staff should be resource persons for the committee; they should not **sum* an

administrative role with the committee.

Regularly scheduled meetings should be held, with agendas for each meeting

ca:eful]y Jlanr(4d and shared with members in sufficient time to permit then to

prepare. When meetings arc not necessary, members should ize kept informed about

project activities through a brief letter or memorandum.

When problems arise for which the committee can provide assitance, they

should be requested to do so. That is, the experience and influence of the com-

mittee members should be used to benefit the program.
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The role and purpose of the committee should be clarified in the letter of

invitation or in its first meeting.

Staff should take special care to explain the details of the program to the

committee in the first meeting, emphasizing program philosophy, goals, planned

activities, and the needs and benefits of such a program. If a good number of non-

justice persons sit on the committee, the coordinator should arrange for experts to

speak to the group about the nature of crime, the characteristics of offenders, and

the organization and responsibilities of justice system components. In this way,

the staff can help produce a more knowledgeable committee.

To develop member commitment and to insure continuity, individuals partici-

pating in the program planning period who might appropriately serve on this committee

should be asked to join it.

(12) Site Planning Period: Approximately one month.was allowed the sites to

prepare for the arrival of the first referral. During this period, it was ex-

pected that staff would be hired; agreements between the national office and the

colleges and die colleges and their respective probation departments would be cam-

pleted; liaison between the college and community public service agencies would be

established; program management plans would be formalized, with special attehtion

paid to the referral flow system and to the nature of the services to ke provided

to referrals in the initial interviews with them; evaluators would be employed;

and intra-college services would be arranged.

The record shows that one momth was insufficient time to accomplish these

tasks. airing practices tequired and/or used at two of the sites delayed the

appointment ....: permanent coordinators for as many as five months. The firt local

evaluator was hired in the third project month; the other two evaluators were

employed even later. One of the sites was unable to institute a reasonable re»
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ferral system until the sixth month. Program liaison with college departments

and with community agencies took several months to establish. Final evaluation

plans were not completed until the seventh month. At two sites the first referrals

mere received after the third month.

Recommendation: A three month planning and set-up period for sites should be

built into the program. Essential program functions (like those noted above) should

be completed during this period so that the college will be totally prepared for

the first students.

(13) College Finances: When the program was first discussed with colleges,

they firmly stated that any student wishing to enroll in the colleget could do so.

They also noted that, with a few exceptions, all courses wvre open. The exceptions

were those highly competitive programs, i.e., nursing and other health programs,

which required evidence of superior academic achievement and certain personal

qualifications.

A heavy influx of students and the economic recession changed this situation.

State legislatures imposed funding levels on the college in 1975, thus requiring

them to limit the number of new students allowed to register on a timely basis.

(Additional effects were reduced expansion of established curricula end diminished

creation of new offerings.)

Students registering in the early quarters or semesters of the academic year

were not greatly affected by these constraints. But new students attempting to

enroll later in the year were more likely to be required to wait for the next

quarter or session. Under these conditions the program was occasionally unable to

accommodate referrals immediately; their active involvement in the program had

to be deferred until a time when the curricula opened up. As indicated in 80114

of the coordinators' reports, this delay accounts for some if tha referrals who
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did not continue beyond their initial interviews.

College administrators were generally sympathetic w1th the plight of the pro-

gram fostered by these conditions and agreed to uake special provisions for the

students. For example, at the Community College of Denver program students were

classified as continuing students even when they were new to the college. This

classification permitted them to enroll in courses before new registrants. At

the Florida Junior College at Jacksonville, clasb overrides were allowed for

offender students so that even when a.class mad filled they could enroll in it..

These allowances helped a number of participants, but a greater number were required

to wait to register at a later time.

Recommendation: Little can be done to alter such conditions. But efforts

could be made to place program participants in student classifications which will

permit them to become involved in the college as close as possible to the time

when they express an interest. For some of these students, activation to partici-
...

pate wanes qdickly, thus it is important that they be involved When they ale willing

to take the risk which college often presents for them.

When enrollment ceilings are in effect, particularly aggressive efforts should

be made to involve students in the early academic periods of the college year, for

as the college year progresses these ceilings increasingly limit new registrations.

(14) Special Provisions for Offender Students: As noted in (13) above,

special arrangements were made for the students involved in this program. In

addition to thesepthe staff Ws primarily responsible for recruiting these

students to register at the college. Further, staff was specifically employed to

provide intensified services to these students, i.e., to discover uhat their

personal, social and economic needs were and to help uncover resources which

could satisfy these needs. Althoughthese resources are available to every citizen
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in a community, few people have access to the kinds of assistance which thia

program provided.

The special assistance given to offender students - assistance not provided

to regular students - may raise questions regarding the appropriateness of the

program. When the general public becomes familiar with the details of these

programs, its response is often angry and pointed: crime does pay. Commit a serious

offense and the college will take care of your every need. Upstanding citizens,

on the other hand, nust struggle on their own.

Although none of the sites reported this kind of reaction from the community

(probably because they were careful not to widely broadcast the program), it is

one which should be anticipated. Effective answers should be readied.

Recommendations: The program should maintain a low profile i4 the community.

Community leaders in controlled environments (advisory committee meetings, personel

interviews, etc.) might be given the program details but information should not be

generally broadcast. At a point uhen the adhievements and benefits of the program

can be clearly stated, fuller details might be shared with community audiences.

The focus in these later presentations should be placed on the characteristics

of this special audience. The handicaps under which these offender students labor,

the complexity of their needs, the negative experiences they have had, their low

self-esteem, and the limitation of their aspirations - all these should be under-

scored. Sufficient data already exists to assist program officers in presenting

these issues. A second emphasis whidh should be taken in these presentations should

be the cost savings which programs of this sort are capable of producing. The costs

of incarceration and probation are available. The costs of individual crimes can

be calculated roughly. The emotional and inconven:ence costs of crime are real,

although they can not be estimated concretely. The contributions to the economy
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and to the general health of the community can be calculated in terms of taxes

paid and services rendered.
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SUMMARY

As is noted in the Preface, this report is designed as a resource for

individuals and institutions interested in implementing similar programs. For

this reason, along with descriptions of the project rationale and activities,

attention is given to the shortcomings and problems experienced by the program.

This is done intentionally to focus the reader's attention on significant program

elements which have the potential of diminishing the ultimate achievement of the

effort unless they are carefully anticipated. This approach, however, may leave

the reader with the impression that although the concept Was good, the execution

was punctuated by serious difficulties and expectation& were only partially ful-

filled. Such an impression would be a distortion of the facts.

The remarkable accomplishment of the program is described in the companion

reports to this paper. These reports include the national evaluator's summative

analysis and the site evaluators final reports. They show, for example, that in

the 18-month demonstration period 712 offenders were involved in the college through

this program at an average cost of approximately $150 per student. Of this number

445 were first-tine convicted felons, the program target population. The average

cost for this group Vas approximately $255 per student. At Florida Junior College

at Jacksonville (the only site where this information was collected) the incars

ceration and re-arrest rates for program participants were impressively lower than

those of the general probation population in the city. Thiestop-out" rate (in..

termittent enrollment in the college as against continual entroliment) for offender

students was significantly lower than the general college student body and the

completion rate was equal to the full college experience. This achievement was

produced with a group which was seven years young& than the average student at

the college, educationally less advanced, and more in need of support services



(counseling, health, employment, etc.).

Each of the colleges contributed financial support to program operations:

the Community College of Denver added approximately $15,000, Central Piedmont

provided $6,500, and Florida Junior College at Jacksonville expended an additional

$5,200. In addition to these expressions of ommaitment, college officials altered

policies to accommodate the special circumstances of program students. Each site

college has demonstrated an increased awareness of the need to address *is non-

t-aditional audience, and each has developed specific plans for continuing the

program.

Justice agencies (particularly probation departments) indicatid growing con-

fidence in community colleges as offemder resource centers by increasingly referring

clients to the demonstration sites. At two sites probation liaison officers were

assigned to the program to facilitate cooperation. At the third site, individual

probation officers contacted campus counselors directly. Justice offices working

with non-target offenders intensified their requests over the latter months of

the program to involve their clients.

The coordinators' reports also state that the community public service organi-

zations provided important assistance to offender students.

Thus, the complete program model was instituted with success. Site staffs

were able to coordinate the resources available in the community and college fOr the

benefit of offender studedts. The problems discussed in this paper indicate how

an even more intensive service and opportunity model might be developed.
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APPENDIX 1.

FINAL PROGRESS REPORT TO FIPSE

I. Project Status and Accomplishments:

All of the major objectives of the Planning Grant, fOEG-0-74-9064,

Offender Education in Community Colleges, have been achieved or will be

completed before the January 31 termination date. The original appli-

cation is included as Appendix A.
a

a. An Advisory Committee to the project was established. Its first

meeting was held October 8, 1974. Since that meeting and on the
vsr.

basis of Committee recommendations, new members have been added

to the Committee. The current Committee membership is listed in

Appendix 8 of this report. The minutes of that meeting are

attached as Appundix C. The second meeting of this Committee is

scheduled for ;January 16. The major business of the second meeting

will he to recommend the threm colleges which will serve as demon-

stration sites.

b. The role of the Advisory Committee with particular regard to its

relationship with the project director and the program operation

were sketched out in the letter of invitation which each member

received. There has been no confusion over roles and relationships

to this date, but after the grant has been approved and a chairperson

has been elected bY the Conmittee this issue will be clarified with

the chairperson.

c. Within the time limits allowed for the planning phase, a careful and

objective procedure was developed to identify colleges with a high

potential for success in conducting one of these programs. Thirty

were invited by letter to submit preliminary application to the

Association office. The Selection Analysis paper, Appendix D, describes

this process. Thirteen of these invitees expressed interest in applying;
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twelve actually submitted papers. The original list of 30 appears

in the Selection Analysis paper, Appendix D, and the list of invited

colleges may be found in Appendix E. Seven of the invited colleges

had submitted applications to Frank Mensel in the earlier program

arrangement supported by the Ford Foundation.

All those colleges which submitted preliminary applications were

invited to prepare a more extensive application to the project.

Of the twelve colleges asked to prepare a second application, ten

submitted one. These ten applications are attached to Appendix F.

To distinguish those applicants with the highest potential, a second

screening device was prepared and applied. This screening tool appears ir

Appendix G. The results of that screening is presented in Appendix H. A

third screening grid was prepared to further discriminate among the appli-
,..*

cant colleges. This device appears in Appendix J.

d. The project director scheduled site visits to the twelve colleges which

prepared preliminary applications. A format for these meetings was

established before the first site visit, and with some few modifications,

this format was followed in all subsequent visits. The meeting format

is described in detail in the Denver and St. Louis trip reports. Essen-

tially, at each ofthe sites a full day of meetings was organized. In

tne morning the project director, and on four occasions, a consultant to

the project, met with the key administrators of the college to discuss

project details. This meeting also served to provide the project director

with a reading of the readiness and receptivity of the college for such an

effort. In the afternoon, a joint meeting composed of the college adminis-

tration and local criminal justice leaders was arranged. In contrast to

the morning session, the project director attempted to take a secondary
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role in the meeting. The college officials were asked to present the

program to the justice leaders and to respond to their questions. This

process provided the project director with a clearer idea of college

attitudes as well as a fuller understanding of the existing relation-

ship between the college and the justice community. Reports of each of

these meetings, including the names of participants in them, are attached

as Appendix K.

One of the significant results of these site visits has been reported

improved relationships between the colleges and local Justice officials.

On several occasions, college administrators have remarked that they

had previously attempted to gather the justice leaders it the college

but had failed. This specific program drew these officials. Also,

many of the colleges took the opportunity to invite the justice leaders

to suggest other college programs which might be developed for employees

as well a for clients of the system. Other colleges presented a concep-

tual outline of college-initiated programs and asked for reactions from

these officials. In these ways, the ripple effort of the meeting was

significant.

e. A generalized model of the structure and purpose of this program was

developed. Because it was the project director's intent to encourage

individual colleges to prepare programs which might bes*t fit their own

styles and capacities, discussions of program organization were kept

on an abstract level. The project director was careful, however, that

the objectives and concepts of the program remained unviolated. The

similarity of concept in addition to the differences in program organi-

zation are reflected in the applications. A Liaison Schema and a Referral

Flow Chart follow this page.
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f. Evaluation plans are in the concept stage. Part of the college appli-

cation procedure included a requirement that the applicants discuss

briefly their plans for evaluating their own program. Most ot these

plans involve the collection of specific data, centering on such

details as: number of referrals; disposition of referrals; number of

contacts with outside agencies; the result of these contacts; classes

attended by referrals; grades achieved; estimate of referrals by

instructors, counselors, project staff; number of new offenses

committed by referrals; the disposition of these new offenses; and

other data required by probation departments and the national office

of the project.

The colleges focused on these data because the project director in-

formed them that a comprehensive evaluation would be conducted at the

national level. They were told that if sufficient funds were available

an experimental evaluation design would be created and applied to the

project. It is our hope that such funds will be awarded. Assuming

that a comprehensive evaluation is possible, it is the intention of

the project director to hire a consultant (or to use federal employees)

to help prepare this design. Some preparatory inquiries have already

been made and experienced individuals have agreed to cooperate with

the project.

g. A Literature Search has been prepared. The original draft was sent

to a number of knowledgeable officials for their reactions and suggestions.

As a result, a second and third draft were completed. The last draft is

currently being examined by members of the Advisory Committee and Associa-

tion administrators. The reaction to this paper has been universally

positive. It is our intent to distribute the document to as wide an
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audience as possible; this audicice will include both college and

justice officials. A copy of the third drift of the Search has

already been delivered to the FIPSE project officer, thus it is

not included with this report.

h. ?roject sites will be selected during the second meeting of the

Advisory Committee, scheduled for January 16. After that meeting,

applicant colleges will be notified of their status and selected

sites will be asked to begin preparations for implementation. The

project-director will participate with the selected sites in their

preparations.

j. As the result of the publication of this project in the Association

house organs, a number of colleges have written to this office to

inquire how they might f.articipate in the program, to suggest that

they would be hippy to lend their assistance in its implementation,

or that they were hterested in learning more about the project

becaw-e thtly wished to develop it at their own locations. The

project director respnded to all of these inquiries, offering

project materials as well as more direct assistance if it was

requested.

Furthermore, as the result of this project, in combination with other

justice efforts over the last few years, the ..)sociation agreed to

become a co-spnsor of the National Institute on Crime and Delinquency.

One member of the central office of AACJC and a college president now

lit on the planning committee of NICD.

The positive impact of this program is also reflected in the December

17, 1974 meeting of eleven college presidents who convened in the

Association offices to discuss criminal justice programming in community
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significant justice programs. Their interest was in learning more

about this project and in investigating methods which could aid them

in improving and extending their current efforts.
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On the 22nd of October, 1974, the Association was asked to make a

presentation to the Inter-Agency Council on Corrections at the LEAA

national offices. After the meeting, the Administrator of LEAA strongly

suggested that LEAA would be interested in supporting a similar project

for a different audience. At a later meeting with corrections persunnel

at LEAA, some of the more specific prugram interests of the Agency were

detailed. The Association expects to prepare a grant application to

LEAA to expand this program.

The commitment of the Association to this and similar programs in the

justice field are demonstrated in two other activities. In its National

Workshop on Federal Programs and Resource Development, to be held in

Washington on January 15-17, an hour and a half has been set aside for

discussions on the topic: New Directions in Juvenile Delinquency

Prevention, Corrections, and Community Development. During that panel

discussion, the project director will talk about the Offender Education

program. And, forum time has been set aside at the Association's annual

convention, to be held in Seattle in April, for a presentation on Community

Colleges and Criminal *Justice Programming. A portion of that time will

be used to describe the Offender Education Project.

II. Evaluation plans: Evaluation plans.are at the conceptual stage at this

point. A budget request of $15,000 has been made to support.a major

evaluation effort. Evaluation designs and applications of these designs
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to corrections programs of various sorts has in the past produced

mixed readings, unsure conclusions, and criticism from many sides.

Few such evaluations are excepted from this generalization. Some of

the explanations for the relative failure of correctional programs

evaluation in the past included the following: the experimental

design was impure; it is impossible to measure human change; the

funding source could not accept the conclusions of the evaluation;

the data was tenuous so several interpretations were possible; the

model was originally designed for a differ.ent program, thus it had

serious shortcomings in its application to a new program; it collected

the wrong data; the follow-up period was too brief to determine program

impact. Many more explanations for failure have been expressed. The

intensity and variety of these criticism show the frustration that

evaluation requirements have produced in program operators and funding

agencies.

With sufficient funding and careful preparation and application,

these frustrationscan be diminished. One of the keys to a succest7ul

evaluation is that the evaluation team be invyoved at the beginning of

the program operation. To insure this earlyinvolvement, immediate

preparations will be made to enlist an evaluation team when the grant

is made.

Evaluations will be both formative and sinuative

As it is now conceived, the evaluation will focus on three areas:

the results, the plans, and the process.

The results analysis will be shaped by the original set of object-

ives. The objectives are presented elswhere in this report. Pre- and

post testing, demographic descriptions, attitude surveys, int'lligence/

personality tests, frequency scales, personal histories of referrals and ,;
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other such devices will be used to measure results. When it is.possible

and appropriate, results will be measured both qualitatively as well as

quantitatively. Provisions will also be made to identify and measure

unanticipated results. Results analysis, as is indicated in the objec-

tives statemens, will.focus on referrals, the colleges, justice agencies,

community human service agencies as well as on AACJC and locatcommunities.

The project plans, on the national level as well on the demonstra-

tion site level, will be evaluated in terms of their success in achiev-

ing the objectives. To facilitate this kind of analysis, the various

offices will meltair, a record of the week-to-week operation. The

seriousness and number of problems generated by the program, the solu-

tions employed to solve these problems, and the clarity with which these

problems were anticipated and contingency plans developed will form the

basis for this piece of the evaluation.

The process of the program will be evaluated to determine the impact

of various program activitks on the program as a whole. Program elements

investigated in this area will include: training, Advisory Committee,

demonstration site relationships, national office and demonstration sites

relationships, liaison activities, program office relationship with the

college administration, program office relationship with justice agencies,

project office relationships wAh referrals. People-to-people and agency-

to-agency functions will be examined in this piece.

The evaluation and the collection of evaluation data will operate

on three levels, As part of their individual projects, sites will be

required to produce their von program evaluatitn. The substance and form

of this evalution will be developed cooperatively at the first training

session. It is anticipated at this point that the college evaluations will

be microcosms of the national effort. In addition to the data requirements

of the site evaluations, the national office and the independent evaluation I
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team may request other data to be collected by the site staffs. The

major focus of the site evaluations will be on results, although the

other two areas will also be evaluated.

The national office will collect data with specific reference to

the following areas: the similarities and differences in program

operation, the quality of demonstration site process and planning, the

quality of liaison relationships, the attitudes of participating insti-

tutions and agencies, and the continuing commitment of related groups

to the project. Much of this information will be subjective in nature,

based upon impressiorsreceived in conversations, observations, and

correspondence.

As a third party, part of the responsibility of the evaluation team

will be to review the evaluation efforts of the local sites. This team

will-also evaluate the work and procedures of the national office. Site

reports, national office reports, interviews and personal observations

will be used to determine the effectiveness of this office. Further,

the evaluation team will establish an experimental model to determine

the effectiveness of the total program, with special emphasis given to

two area: the impact on the career of offenders and the changes pro-

duced in collaborating agencies. New evaluation'tools may not be necessary,

-since others have Lien devised to examine the nature of related corrections

programs. But, efforts will be made to design a model which elicits the

kind and extent of information necessary to produce a valid and useful

result.-

To shape the total evaluation model, it is the intention of the

national project office to solicit the advice and counsel of the project

officer for the Newgate evaluation. Contact has already been made with

Dr. Baker, and"he has agreed to lend further aid in this work.
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III. Estimated unobligated balances. The following figures represent the

anticipated unobligated funds at the end of the planning period,

January 31, 1975.

Salaries and Benefits: 10,000

Travel: 1200,

Office Supplies and Equipment: 0

Space and Equipment Rental: 0

Indirect Costs @ 8% 900
Total: UTTO

Savings in the first category was achieved through a diminished use of

consultants for site visits. The shortness of the planning period re-

quired that meetings at college locations be set up quickly and at the

convenience of the colleges. This flexible approach mitigated against

scheduling the inclusion of consultants on these trips. On the other

hand, this arrangement demanded a heavier travel schedule for the project

director, thus requiring additional expenditure in the travel category.

It is hoped that these unobligated funds might be used in the implemen-

tation phase, for example, in supporting the evaluation component of the

program.

IV. Objectives, Activities, and Timetable: Because of the unusual organiza-

tion of this project, discussion of these three elements must be addressed

on two levels; the national level and the college site level. The appli-

cations from applicant colleges discuss these points from the individual

college perspective. The following paragraphs outline the national office

approach. The t:metable is presented following page 19.

A. Objectives: This is a multi-faceted program, designed not only to impact

on offender participants, but else on the colleges, local justice agencies,

communities, human service office., and on the American Association of
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Community and Junior Colleges.

1. Participants:

a. - to address those skill and knowledge deficiencies in
offenders which contribute to antisocial behavior

b. - to diminish the likelihood of recidivism for such
offenders

c. - to help offenders develop their fullest potential as
contributing community members

d. - to raise the self-esteem of referrals

e. - to tnprove the client group's career success opportunities

f. - to improve the client group's capacity to cope successfully
with the community

2. Colleges:

a. - to encourage colleges to extend their services to a neglected
community group

b. - to encourage colleges to coordinate existing community agency
services for the benefit of offender groaps

c. - to encourage colaboraiive relationships among collegep, community
groups and public agencies for the purpose of providivg full
services to students of all types and of avoiding duplication
of effort

d. - to encourage the development of non-traditional methods of
assessing student needs and of matching needs with available
resources

e. - to encourage further program development to service other
offender groups

f. - to develop effective training models to prepare college
staff for working with offender students

3. Local justice agencies:

a. - to offer to the courts and probation departments an alter-
native to traditional probation packages and to incarcera-
tion for a specific group of offenders

b. - to encourage justice agencies (with particular emphasis on
the courts and probation departments) to more fully utilize
the services available through community colleges for offender
groups and employees

c. to encourage justice agencies to create.new ways of more
effectively providing their services
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4. Communities:

a. - to improve community awareness of justice issues as they
relate especially to the offender

b. - to involve the community in rehabilitation efforts

c. - to develop community support for such efforts

5. Community human service agencies:

a. - to encourage more effective application of resources

b. - to encourage cooperation with other related agencies
for the purpose of providing focused support to needy
applicants and for avoiding duplication of effort

c. - to encourage the release of a higher_ percentage of
funds from these agemies to offender groups

6. American Associaticn of Community and Junior Colleges:

a. - to encourage Association endorsement of greater community
college programming in the field of criminal justice

b. - to encourage collaboration among the Association and other
organizations interested in criminal justice issues

c. to encourage the Association to provide greater direct
services to colleges for the establishment and improve-
ment of justice programming

6. Other general goals:

a. - to develop program models which can be replicated in
other locations

b. - to evaluate the benefits and liabilities of such a program

c. to prepare and disseminate information about this program
and related ones to a national audience

d. to provide technical assistance to colleges which are
interested in developing their own offender education
projects.

The long range goals of this project incllide:

1. - a safer community

2. - a community college system whichraddresses wider community
needs

3. - a court system which is more sensitive to the individual

needs of offenders
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4. - a court system which functions more efficiently by sharing
some of its work with community human service agencies

5, - correctional institutions which operate more effectively
by housing fewer non-violent offenders

6. - a more economically efficient justice system because
offender processing is abbreviated

7. - a community more sensitive to the problems of the justice
system, with particular emphasis on the potential of
community corrections alternatives for salvaging offenders'
lives

8. - a national information network of such alternatives

O. Activities: A sketch of the major activities of the 18 month demon-

stration period is presented below.

1. Key to the success of the entire project is the selection and

hiring of appropriate site staff. One of the first activities of the

demonstration sites will be to hire these staff. The national project

officer will participate in staff selection. Criteria for this selection

will be set in general terms by the national project director and then

shaped more concretely by each of the sites to allow them a certain

amount of flexibility to match idiosyncracies in individual programs

with project staff requirements. This process should be completed

within a month after tne notification of the grant award.

2. Shortly after the selection of site staff, a training conference

will be organized by the national program director to assist local

directors to complete program details and to prepare them adequately

for their responsibilities. The training session will last three days.

Knowledgeable persons from the fields of community college operations,

human service agency policy and procedure, community corrections,

communication, evaluation, program management, and planning will be

invited to train these staff. It is expected that these experts will

donate their time. The Federal Bureau of Prisons, for example, has
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stated that staff members would be available to participate in such

a program. (This offer was made more than a year ago; it is expected

that it will be reaffirmed.) Also, the MOTA office (now CETA) at

U.S.O.E. has offered to contribute its services in presenting training

to project staff. Local college faculty will also be recruited for

tnese purposes. The first training session is planned for the end

of the first month.

Training sessions will also be prepared at two other times in

the project period. The second is scheduled for the eighth month of

the project, and the third during the tnirteenth month. The purposes

of the second session will be to reinforce the earlier training, to

address other training needs identified during the period between the

first and second sessions, to offer formal and informal opportun4ties

for tne staff to snare their work experiences with each other and with

the national office as well as with the evaluation tean. The third

training period will be conducted to refine the skills essential for

project management. Depending on need, new skills training may also

be introduced at this final session. At this work conference, as well

as in the first two programs, the needs of the national evaluation

team will be addressed.

The national project director will initiate the first training

session in consultation with site staff. The second and third training

programs will be organized by the site staff in consultation with the

national office. The training sites will shift from one college program

location to another, thus allowing each program officer to see the physical

set-up of the companion programs.
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Reports on the cortent of each of these training periods

will be prepared by the host project staff.

3. The first referrals to the program will be accepted during the

second month of the grant period. By this time, the site staff will

have fully prepared the ground for the program. It is expected that

optween 10 and 25 court referrals will be taken per month. Not all

of these offenders will become students at the colleges. It is the

intention of the program to carefully assess referral needs and interests,

and then to provide those services which match the needs and interests

of the offenders. A good many of these referrals may need and want to

tap the college's counseling (personal, academic/occupational, family)

offerings, its job placement resources, its assessment program, or they

may wish only to take advantage of the range of community contacts the

development of wh!ch is a major responsibility of the project officers.

It is expected that because of the flexibility of this arrangement, the

program will be able to accomodate many more referrals than it might

were its cast a totally occupational/academic one.

Once the process is begun, referral activities will be on a

continuing basis, the number handled by the colleges during any given

period dependent upon the flow of eligible offenders being processed

by the courts and the willingness of the courts and probation departments

.7to allow offenders to enter the program. The structure of the program,

principally because of the nature and philosophy of the community college,

permits the immediate inclusion of a referral into the program. That is,

once offenders have received their sentence from the court, the college

staff will be ready to begin the first steps in the offender's involvement
,

in the program. No appreciable time will have passed between the courts'

judgements acd the referrals activities in the program. This immediate
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availability is crucial to the success of the program in that referrals'

motivation and interest in the program may be highest at the time of

sentencing. The attractiveness of college offerings a week or a month

after the initial opportunity is given may diminish significantly for

these offenders.

Once offenders have committed themselves to the program, they

ma) participate for however long they choose. Since few special services

are provided them (whatever extra they may receive would be in the

intensity of services rather than in variety or quality), classification

as referrals to this program is little different from classification as

regular students except that their activities will be more carefully

monitored.

Involvement in the program will be a condition of probation.

In tne site visits conducted during the planning phase, criminal justice

officials from various agencies strongly urgelthat participation be a

condition of probation, not a choice. They nearly unanimously stated

that this group of offenders., were notoriously poor decision-makers, that

they would "run" at the first sign of strain or failure, and that they

needed close supervision and guidance. Only the corrections people in

the Denver meeting conflicted with this judgement, but it is unlikely

even in Denver that voluntary participation will be allowed for referra'is

to the program. It is hoped that a later application of the program model

will permit the thesis of these justice officials to be tested.

4. In addition to monitoring the site programs, facilitating liaison

efforts, assisting in problem solutions, and providing assistance in ful-

filling work responsibilities noted in other sections of this report, the

project.director will publicize the program effort. An important aspect

of this project is to encourage other colleges (and universities for that
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matter) to develop and implement similar programs in their own communities.

For that purpose, the project director will provide direct technical assis-

tance to colleges which are interested in such services. Speclal attention

will be given to those colleges which seem to be approaching the threshold

of program development. Other less advanced college programs will be

assisted through letter and telephone discussions. The budget includes

monies to support technical assistance visits.

5. Reports of various sorts will be produced. As he did in the

planning phase, the national project director will write brief monthly

progress reports to the project officer at FIPSE. He will also prepare

more expansive reports quarterly; part of the information is these

quarterly reports will be derived from the quarterly site reports which

will be required. A full report at the end of the first year will be

prepared and submitted to FIPSE. A final report at 4he end of the funding

period will be written. This final report might be written in such a

form that it would be appropriate to publish as an information booklet

for national distribution.

As was noted above, each demonstration site will be required to

submit quarterly reports to the national office. The substance and form

of these reports will be determined later.- Also required will be a full

report at the end of the first year, and a final report at the end of the

funding period.

The evaluation team will also be required to submit written state-

ments of their progress and findings on a quarterly basis. The first such

report will be due at the end of the fourth month. The fourth in this

series of reports will be completed by the end of the 13th month. The

final evaluation report will be completed by the end of the funding period.

In total, five evaluation reports will be prepared.
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Trip reports will be prepared by the project director for

each of the visits he makes, both site visits and technical Issistance

trips.

6. The continuing responsibility of the site staffs will be to

develop, improve, and maintain a close working relationship with all

community human service agencies which might provide assistance to refer-

rals. Project staff will be encouraged to identify and work with one

higher level decision-maker in each relevant agency. A reasonable

frequency of face-to-face contact will be required. In connection with

these efforts, project staff will develop a handbook of agencies chartered

to provide services to disadvantaged persons; descriptions of the policies

and procedures of these agencies along with the name, position and tele-

phone number of the main contact person in each of these agencies will be

presented in this handbook. It is expec.ted that this concentrated effort

will make of the project staff the most knowledgeable persons in the

community about these agencies and the services they provide.

7. Three meetings of the National Advisory Committee to the project

will be held during the project period. On occasion there may be a need

to call an unscheduled meeting of members of this committee to ask their

guidance on specific issues. Because more than half of this committee

is based in the Washington area, it would be relatively simple (and the

cost would be minimal) to call such a meeting. The availability of the

Committee also makes telephone contact an easy and inexpensive process.

8. With the assistance of the data collection office at the Association,

a national survey of the involvement of community colleges in criminal

justice programs will be initiated in the third month of the demonstra-

tion phase. The survey repert will be completed by the end'of the4

twelfth month of the project. In addition to determining the total
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number of program offerings, the nature of the curricula, and the number

ci full 4 part-time students enrolled, this survey will attempt to

identify special programs the colleges have initiated. In this latter

category, study release efforts, Jail irograms, prison offerings,

military camp progrdms, and community treatment center courses will be

detailed. The data collected will be organized and presented in clear,

usable form in the shape of a report. It is further anticipated that

as part of this report (or in a separate booklet) case studies of various

original and successful models of such programa will ta presented for

the purrose of encouraging other colleges to institute similar efforts

at their locations.

The largest portion of this data gathering will be done by mail.

On occasion telephone calls will be made to stimulate response. Also,

during site visits and technical assistance trips, the project director

will make a point of enc. raging colleges to complete the-survey and to

submit it. During these trips, information about justice program efforts

will be collected by the project director.

C. A time chart graphically portraying these activities is presented

on the following page.
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V. 18 Month National Office Budget

I. Personnel

A. Project Dire.:tor (28,000/year)

B. Secretary (8,700/year)

C. Data Collection Specialist (12,766/year x 9/12 x 15% of time)

D. Fringe Benefits (15% of A, 8, and C above)

E. Consultants (8 x 100/day x 2 days)

1st Yr.
Request

6 MOS. Total

28,000.00

8,700.00

1,435.73

5,720.36

1,070.00

14,000.00

5,350,00

2,752.50

530.00

42,000.00

13,050.00

1,435.75

8,472.86

1,600.00
Total: 44,926.09 21.652.50 66 558.61

1.1. Travel and Subsistence:

A. Travel:

1. Project Director:

a. Site visits: 4/year x 3 sites x 1 1/2 years x $200/tr5p 2 400.00 _11200.00 3 600.00

b. Technical assistance: 8 sites x $200/trip 1 065.00 535 1 600.00

2. Advisory Committee: 3 :greetings x 10 members x $150/trip 3,000.00
f

1,500.00 4.500.00

3. Consultants: 1 person x 8 trips x $200/trip 1 065.00 I 535.00 1,600.00

4. FIPSE Project Directors' meeting: 0

B. Subsistence:

1. Project Director

a. Sire visits: 12 site visits/year x 1 1/2 years x 25/day x 2 600.00 300.00 900.00
b. Technical assistance: b site %isits x 2 day s x $25/day 270.00 1 130.00 400.00

2. Advisory Committee: 1 meetings 1 1 eay x 10 members x 25/day 500.00 250.00 750.00

3. Consulcants: 8 site visits x 1 person x 2 days/site x 25/day 2'0.00 130.00

1

400.00

4. FIPSE Project Directors' meeting: 1 person x 3 --ys x 25/day 75.00 0 75.00
Tota-: 9,245.00 4,580.00 13_._825.00
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IV.

V.

VII.

IX.

18 Month N tional Office Bud et

Sal EMI SIMI

1st Yr. 6 Mos
Request.
Tot 1

I

Supplies and Equipment

A. Postage 950.00 300!'00 1,250.00

B. Office Supplies 1 250.00 450'.00 1,700.00

C. Xerox and Printing 1,097.00 510.00 1,607.00

D. Miscellaneous 360.00 180.00 540.00

Total: 3,657.00 1,440.00 5,097.00

Other operating costs:

A. Telephone 1,800.00 900.00 2,700.00

B. Office rental 2,393.00 1,292.00 3,685.00

Total: 4,193.00 2,192.00 6,385.00

,

Publications: 2000.00 3,000.00 5,000.00

Evaluation:
.

10,000.00 5,000.00 15,000.00

Total direct cost: 74,021.09 37,844.50 4 111,865.59

Indirect costs calculated at 28.,l 7. of direct costs: 20 799.93 10,634.30 31,434.23
(Negotiated Agreement follows this page)

Total National Office Program costs: 94,821.02 48,478.80

_

143,299.82
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VI. Budget Justification: (National Office)

I. Personnel:

C. Data Collection Specialist:

Representatives of both colleges and justice agencies have frequently

bemoaned the fact that there now existano resource document which

delineates the full involvement of colleges in criminal justice pro-

gramming, the variety and depthof this involvement, the problems

and their solutions which describe the history of these programs,

and the essential procedures needed to develop and maintain such progra-

mming. It is a complaint the project director has heard expressed

before the initiation of the current project. Some preliminary work

was completed in 1971 (Adams and Connelly), but no comprehensive

survey has been applied since. The significant expansion of such

programs in :ommunity colleges in tecent years makes the collection

and availability of these data even more vital. The funding request

in this category is to support in national survey to elicit infcomatioa

about criminal justice programming in community colleges and to organize

this inforMation into a useful resource paper.

Fifteen percent of this person's time will be used to collect,

analyze, and organize the data Into a report. The survey will take nine

months to complete. Based on an annual salary of $12,766, the salary

expenditure will be $1,435.73; fringe benefits run to $215.36. The total

personnel cost is $1651.09.

E. :onsultants: Consultants will be used sparingly on the prolect.

on each of eight scheduled site visits one consultant will be employed.

Each consultation is expected to last two days. Through tht use of

selected Advisory Committee members for these functions, savings are
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expected. The major functions of these consultants will be to examine

ard critique the project operation at each of the demonstration sites,

to record in writing their impressions and recommendations for future

performance, to assist particularly with problems relating to student

counseling and to development of effective liaisons with collaborating

agencies, and to critique the administrative process at the project

site. The consultants will be accompanied on most occasions by the

national project director. When a specific need arises, one which the

individual members of the Advisory Committee cannot satisfy, a con-

sultant outside of the project will be identified and employed.

1 consultant x 2 days/site x 8 site visits = $1,600

II. Travel and Subsistence:

A. Travel:

1. Project Director - site visits: In addition to frequent tele-

phone and written communications, site visits to each of the

pilot sites is necessary. The principle functions of these

visits will be to: share information about what is occurring

at the other sites; assist in the solution of problems; evaluate

the project administration; review the data collection procedures;

encourage the staff to perform at the highest level; support the

staff in its work with leaders of other contributing community

agencies; bolster the commitment of the college administration;

collect data for the national evaluation; guage the need for

further training for project staff; recommend additional resources

useful in fulfilling project staff responsibilities; and facili-

tating interaction between project staff, evaluators, and consul-

tants. These site visits will be scheduled at tnree month inter-

vals, but may be made at other times when the need is apparent.
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4/year x 3 sites x 11/2 years x 200 ave. . $3,600

2. Project Director - Technical Assistance: One of the important

functions of the national project staff is to encourage other

colleges not directly involved in tlie demonstration to initiate

their own programs. The project director, when it is necessary

to encourage such efforts, will visit interested colleges to

offer them guidance and assistance in setting up their programs.

A good part of this work might be handled by telephone, letter,

and the sharing of documents produced in the national office.

On occasion, however, it will be necessary to meet with college

administration on site. These activities can prepare the

ground for the application of project models established in

demonstration sites. Eight such consultations are anticipated

for the 18 month period.

2 days x 8 visits x 200 average/trip = $3,200

3. Advisory Committee: Three meetings of the Advisory Committee to

:..he project are scheduled, an average of one every six months.

This number is minimal but should provide the national office

sufficient support. Several of the Committee members are located

in the Washington area, thus reducing the cost of meeting and making

it possible for the project director to gather a representative

number quickly if such a need arises. Several members are also

federal employees which further reduces the expenditure for these

meetings. Between the full meetings, communications with Committee

members may be maintained through the use of the telephone and mail.

The planning phase Jemonstrated that the purpose of the Committee

can be achieved through these procedures.
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3 meetings x 10 members x $450/trip = $4,500

4. Consultants: The functions of the consultants has already been

described in Personnel above.

5. No special cost will be accrued for the annual FIPSE Project

Directors meeting. Transportation for this meeting will come

from the Ground Transportation category described below.

6. Ground Transportation:

a. Project Director: It is expected that site project staff

b.

will provide the major portion of ground transportation

for the site visits of the project director. However,

some costs are anticipated. These costs should not exceed

$10 per day.

- 26 visits (site and T.A.) x 2 days x 10/day = 524

- 3 (training periods) x 3 days x 10/day = 94

- 3 days (FIPSE Project Directors' Meeting) x 10/day = 34

Advisory Committee:

c.

3 meetings x 15 members/meeting x 1 day x 14/day

Consultants:

= 454

8 sites x I consultant x 2 days/site x 14/day = 160

B. Subsistence:

1, Project Director:

a, Site Visits: 18 visits x 2 days x 25/day . 904

b. Technical Assistance: 8 visits x 2 days x 25/day = 400

c. FIPSE Project Directors'. Meeting: 3 days x 25/day . 75

2. Advisory Committee:

3 meetings x 1 day x lD members x 25/day = 754

3, Consultants:

9 1
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8 visits x 1 person x 2 days/visit x 25/day = 400

III. Supplies and Equipment:

B. Postage: Based on the average cost of this item during the planning

phase, the required funds are $50/month x 18 months . $900.

It is expected that 1750 mailings will be necessary to

complete the national survey of community colleges. These

mailings will include a self-addressed stamped envelop. Thus,

the expense here will be: 1750 x 10t x 2 stamps per mailing a 350.

The total cost in this category is: 1250.

C. Offide Supplies: Based on the average cost per month during the

planning phase, the funds required in this category are:

$75/month x 18 mon'. s 0350.

To accomodate the survey, the following expenditures are

necessary: 20t/packaje x 1750 packages 350

The Tvcal cost for this item is: $1700

D. Xeroxing and Printing: The cost of xeroxing during the planning period
fluctuated greatly from month to month During
the month of December, for example, when a thick
bundle of materials was mailed to the Advisory
Committee and when the third draft of the Litera-
ture Search was duplicated, the costik this
category was nearly triple what it had bean ...le
previous month. For this work, xeroxing was both
the most efficient and economical method of
duplicating the material. On average, the cost
of xeroxing per month was $85.

S85/month x 18 months m $1,530

The cost of printing the survey instrument is $11/1000 pages.

It is. expected that the survey form plus cover letter will total four

pages. Thus the cost of this item is: 1750 instruments x 4 pages x

$11/1000 pages - $77

The total cost in dhis category is: $1,607
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E. Miscellaneous: To cover the cost of special materials for the
Advisory Committee, purchase of publications
relevant to and useful for the project office,
and expenditures for unexpected supplies required,
$30 per month is requested.

$30/month x 18 months = $540

IV. Other Operating Costs:

A. The average cost of the telephone services during the planning

phase was $150 per month. The anticipated cost for the 18 month

demonstration period based on the above average is: $2,700

B. The office vental fee is $2,393.00/year for 1975; for 1976 an

8% increase is anticipated, thus the final six months will cost

$1,292.00. For the 18 month period, the total cost would be:

$3,685.00

V. Publications: The funds in this category are requested to make it
r-

possible to publish and disseminate to a wide audlehce appropriate

publications produced by the central office of the project. A signi-

'icant Literature S'Iarch has already been completed; its value would

be best realized were it to be printed in an attractive booklet and

distributed to appropriate college and justice offices around the

country. .Also, other documents of similar importance and quality

are expected to be written through this office. Included in these

new publications will be a Demonstration modeis booklet and an Evalua-

tion Report. For these activities a fund of $5,000 is requested.

VI. Evaluation: A thorough and valid evaluation of the project effort is

essential if its success is to be supported and if other colleges are

to be encouraged to adopt similar programs. Ready-made models are not

available to evaluate such a program, thus an original design would

have to be created and applied. An experimental model would be the
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mot, useful approach for such an effort. A modest estimate of the

cost for this evaluation component is $15,000, approximately 13% of

the total direct cost of the national office.

VIII. Indirect Costs: The approved audited rate for AACJC is 28.1. Based

on a direct cost of $111,865.59, the indirect costs are $31,434.23.

Demonstration Site Budgets: The budgets for each of the selected demonstration

4

sites areincluded with their application. However, in addition to"the expen-
.

ditures detailed in each of the three budgets, it is requested that other

travel and subsistence monies be added to each of these budgets.

Three training conferences are planned for the 18 month period.

Each of these sessions will last three days, and will be led by training

experts who are familiar both with justice issues and community agency

operations. The purposes of these meetings will be to help project site

staff to fulfill their responsibilities more effectively. Included in the

instruction will be: management training; evaluation procedures; handling

offender referrals; policy and procedures of community human services agencies

and criminal justice offices;.-communications; record keeping; developing

and maintaining liaison with diverse agencies. During these training

periods, time will be set aside also for the sharing of experiences and
f-

information by each of the site sta-11:-1

The site of the training will shift. Each session will be conducted

at different of the project locations. Individual site staff will be

responsible for the organization (with the assistance of the national

project office) of the training at their own location.

The added funds needed for each of the three project colleges for

these purposes are:
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Travel: 2 training sessions x 2 staff x 200/trip = 800

Subsistence: 2 training sessions x 2 staff x 3 days x 25/day = 300

Ground Transportation: 2 training sessions x2 /staff x 3 days x 10/day

= 120

The total for this item per site = $1,220

The total for the three sites = $3,660

Also, each project director will be invited to participate in each of

the three Advisory Committee meetings to be held in Washington. To cover

the cost of these meetings, each demonstration site should be awarded the

follOwing additional monies:

Travel: '3 meetings x 1 staff x 200/trip = 600

Subsistence: 3 meetings x 1 staff x 1 day x 25/day = 75

Ground Transportation: 3 meetings x 1 staff x 1 day x 10/day = 30

The total of this item per site = 705

The total for the three sites 2115

Thus the complete budget requests for the three selected pilot sites are:

A. Jacksonville:

42,35G (Federal request) plus 1,200 (training costs) plus 705 (Advisory

Committee meetings) plus 8% of 1925 (indirect costs) = 43,659.

B. Charlotte:

460100 (Federal request) plus 1,220 (training costs) plus 705 (Advisory

Committee meetings) plus 8% of 1925 (indirect costs) = 40,859

C. Denver:

42,350 tFederal request) plus 1,26 (training costs) plus 705 (Advisory

Committee meetings) plus 8% of 1925 (Indirect costs) = 43,209.
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THE TOTAL REQUESTED FUNDS ARE:

National Office: 143,299.82

Jacksonville: 43,659

Charlotte: 40,859

Denver: 43,209

271,026.82
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11400.4Ak PPTAJIMil

'It. Personnel:

II A. Project Director
B. Secretary
C. Fringe Benefits (15% of 54,050.00)

U. Trevel and Subiistenee:

IIA. Travel:

1. Project Director
2. Advisory Committee
3. FEW Projai Directors' Meeting
4. 0cound Thansportation

111. B. *Subsistence:

1. Project Dire,:tor
2. Advisory Committee
3. FIPSE Prclect Dtrectors' Meeting

jil
_LI. Supplies and Equipment:

40
II A. Postage

B. Office Supplies
C. Xeroxing
ID. Printing
E. Miscellaneous

II. Other OperatIng Costs:

A. Telephone
B. Office Rental

11. Evaluation:

Sub-Tbtal

L. Indirect Costs (Approved audited rata is
28.1%; charge to grant is 5%)

Grand Total

Tst Year 6 Months AACJC Toral

28,600.00 14,000.00 42,000.00
8,700.00 3,350.00 12,050.00
5 505.00 2.602.50 8 107.50

42,205.00 19,952.50 62,157.50

2,400.00 1,200.00 3,600.00
1,500.00 750.00 2,250.00
200.00 200.00
340.00 170.00 5/0.00

600.00 300.00 900.00
250.00 125.00 375.00
75.00 75.0.0

a05.60 7,910.00

560.00 300.00 860.00
900.00 450.00 1,350.00

950.00 483.00 1,430.00
I* Ob 2,000.00 2,000.00

161.00 40,0 00

2,740.00 3,390.00 6,130.00

1,725.00 875.00 2,600.00
12292.00 683.00..A4293.00

4,118.00 2,167.00
_1
6,285.00

3,500.00 1,500.00 4,000.00 5,000.00

57,928.00 29,555.00 87,483.00

4,634.24 2,364.40 17,564. 6,599.

62,562.24 31,919.40 21,584. 94,482.

9 7
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NationaL Offtee Audaettbstificatioa:

I. A. Project Director: The general function of the project director will

11be to coordinate the activities of the demonstration sites and to oversee the

evaluation of the program from the national_office.

More specifically, the project director in cooperation with demonstration

collese administration will assist in the selection of project staff. He will

set up with site staff the general procedures for accLeting referrals to the

progrem and the procedures for handling these referrals once they have been

accepted. These activities will include developing a clear contractual agree-

ment with courts and probation departments specifying respective duties and

responsibilities. The project dixector also will arraase, on a contributive 11

basis, for training' activities which project staff might require. This train- 11

ing might include an overview of human service-agency policy and procedures,

communications skills relevant to this special target population, project

management, evaluation requireseets, record keepina, and developing and

vaintaining liaison with diverse agenci ,. The project direct will function

primarily as a facilitator ef demonstration site functions, with pattieular

emphasis placed on two of these functions: the handling of referrals and the

liaisons with community ageacies. To adequatel fulfill these responsibilities,

provision has been made in the budget for site visits to each of the demonstra-

tion sites every threemonth4. III the interim between site visits, telephone

and letter comumnication will be used to provide oversight.

Svaluation is another significant responsibility of the project director.

In addition to establishing evaluation requtrements for each of the demonstration II

sites, the project director will create, with the assistance of experienced

federal evaluators and a third party evaluator, a design which will establish

the successes and shortcomings of the program. The application of this design

will be achieved by the project director. Outside evaluators will monitor the
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collection of data and the project director's application of the design and

will interpret these data. Thu focus of this evaluation will be on both the

process and the results of the program.

Furthermore, the project director will produce monthly and quarterly

reports to FIPSE. Other reports as required will be prepared.

It is the further responsibility of the project director to soliciithe

advice and counsel of the project Advisory Committee created during the

planning phase. He will arrange And conduct three meetings of this Committee

during the 18-month period. Communication with the Committee between these

meetings will be achieved by mail and telephone.

Secretary: The project secretary's responsibilities will consist of

standard office duties. However; because of the tightness of this budget,

the secretary will give special attention to expenditure record keeping.

/I. Travel and Subsistence:

A. Travel:

1. Project Director - site visits: In addition to frequent tele-

phone and written communications, site visits to each of the

pilot sites is necessary. The principle functions of these

visits will be to: share information about what iv occurring

at the other. sites; assist in the solution of problems; evaluate

the project administration; review the data collection proce-

dures; encourage the steff to perform at thchighest level;

support the staff in its work with leaders of other contributing

community agencies; bolster the commitment of the college

administratiom; collect data for the national evaluation; guage

the need for further training for project staff; recommend

additional resources useful in fulfilling project staff res-
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ponSibilities; and facilitate interaction between project

staff, evaluators, and consultants. These site visits will be

scheduled at three month intervals, but may be made at other

times when the need is apparent.

4/year x 3 sites x 11/2 years x 200 average = $3,600

2. Advisory Committee; Three meetings of the Advisory Committee to

the project are scheduled, an average of one every six. months.

This number is minimal but should provide the national office

sufficient support, Ten of the Committee members are located in

the Washington area, thus reducing the cost of meeting and making

it possible for the project director to gather a representative

number quickly II such a need arises. Only five Committee members

need to be covered in this category. Severil members are also

federal employees which further reduces the expenditure for

these meetings. Between the full meetings, communications with

Comelttee membere mey be maintained through the use of the tele-
/

phone and mail. The planning phase demonstrated that the purpose

4-4 the Committee can be achieved through these procedures.

3 meetings x 5 members x 150/trip = $2,250

3. lhe cost in this line is iot the annual FIPSE Project nirectorst

meeting.

4. Orrand Transportation;

a. Project Ditector: It is eNpected that site project staff

will provide the major portion of F,round transportation

for the site visas of the project director, HoOever,

,some costs are anticipated. These costs should not exceei

010 per day.

1 00 18 site visiLs x 2 days x 10/day = 360

- 3 days ff1PSE Project Directors/ MeetinOx 10/doy = 30



b. Advisory Committee:

- 3 meetings x 5 members x 1 day x 10/day

B. Subsistence:

1. Project Director:

a. Site Visits: 18 visits x 2 days x 25/day

2. Advisory Committee:

=150

=900

a. 3 meetings x 1 day x 5 members x 25/day = 375

3. FIPSE Ptoject Directors' Meeting: 3 days x 25/day = 75

Ill. Supplies and Equipment:

A. Postage: Based on the average cost of this item during the planning

phase, the required funds are: 47.75/month x 18 months = 4;860.00

B. Office Supplies: Based on the average cost per month during the

planning phase, the funds required th this category are:

$75/menth x18 months = $1350.

C. Xeroxing: The'cost of xeroxing during the planning period fluctuated

greatly from month to month. During the month of December, for

example, when's thick bundle of materials was mailed to the

Advisory Committee arid when the third draft of the Literature

Search was duplicated, the cost in this category was nearly

triple what it had been the previous month. For this work,

xeroxing was both the most efficient and economical method of

duplicating the material. On average, the cost of xeroxing

per month VMS $79.45

$79.45/month x 18 months = $114SO.

D. Printing: One of the responsibilities of the project director will

be to prepare a descriptive paper on the state of the art of

postsecondary involvement in justice programing. The focus of

this paper will fall on those institution programs which are

designed to assist accused and convicted offenders to reintegrate

themselves into the community. Attention will also be given to
101
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creative postsecondary programs emphasizing skills improvemeet

education for employees of the justice system. It is anticipated

that an initial run of 1000 copies of this document will be made

so that a national distribution is possible. The cost of this

activity is: $2,000.

E. iscellaneous: To cover the cost of special materials for the

Advisory Committee, purchase of publications relevant to and

useful for eve project office, ard expenditures for unexpected

supplies required, $27.25 per month is requested.

$27.25/month x 18 months = $490

TV, Other Operating Costs:

A. The average cost of the telephone services durilr, the planning pbase was

144.45 per month. The anticipated cost for the 18 month demonstra-

tion period based on the above average is: $2,600.

B. The office rental fee is ;2,393.00/year for 1975; for 1976 an 8%

increase is anticipated, thus the final six months will cost

$1,292.0D. For the 18 month period, the total cost would be:

$3,685.00

V. Evaluation: A valid evaluation of the project effort is essential if

it. ,;:ccess is to he supported and if other colleges are to be en-

cos:-av.d Lo adopt st,:,ilar prof,rems. Ready-made rodels are not availab)e

to avalulte such a program, thus an original design would have to be

cr.:ated and applied. An experimental model would be the most useful

trtooah foe such an effort. A modest estimate of the cost for this

evalvatico component is 5,0:10. With these funds a thied party,

constateat-eyalvatar tiiil he rupported.

VI. Indirecx Costs: The approved auditicd rate ioc MCJC i 23.1. A'CJC

102 ireos to co1ic7q:Ju1 ..: 20.1% to tht project; thus tile chle,te in this

category is 87.: 87,483. (direct costs) n 87 AACJC will
contrattital Al 481 fAi_ercr toatsi m A1 7 SA4.



Oemeastcatioq Site Mludgets:

Because of the new lower ceiling required on the site budgets;

exact budget allocations ale not available at this time. Complete

budgets are promised by the middle of this week. Rough calculations

of these budgets follow:

A. Community College of Denver

1. Personnel:

2. Travel:

3. Supplies and Equipment:

4. Other Operating Costs:

5. Indirect Costa: @ 87.

Grand Total:

25,310

1,800

2,800

2,500

2,590

35,000

All other costs will be contributed by the college.

B. Florida Junior College at Jacksonville

1. Personnel:

a. Director

b. Secretary

c. Fringe Benefits

2. Indirect Costs at 80/.

Grand Total:

19,854

8,559

4,830

2,659

35,902

All other costs 411 be contributed by the college.

C. Central Piedmont Community College

1. Personnel:

2. Fringe Benefits:

Grand Total:

30,900

4,400

35,300 103
All other costs'will be contributed by the collage
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To cover the costs of a national training program for the pruject

director at each of the sites and to permit their participation at the

scheduled Advisory Committee meetings, the following additional

11
expenditures are requested:

11

11

11

I/

11

A. Trainins:

1. Travel: 2 training sessions x 1 staff x 200/trip = 400

2. Subsistence: 2 training sassions x 1 staff x
3 days x 25/day = 150

3. Ground Transportation: 2 trnining sesnions x
1 staff x 3 days x 10/day = 60

Total: 610

B. Advisory Committee Meeting Attendance:

1. Travel: 3 meetings x 1 staff x 200/trip 600

2. Subsistence: 3 meetint's x 1 staff x I day x 25/day 75

3. Ground Transportation: 3 meetings x 1 staff x
1 day x 10/day 30

Total: 705

Also, to allow each dcunnstration college to hire a consultant/

valuator to provide a third-party estimate. et the success of the

individual programs, $1,000 is requested for each site.

Total additional costs per site are: 610 + 705 + 1000

The total individual demonstration sites budgets are:

= 2,315

A. Community College of Denver:

35,000 + 2315 + (87. indirect costs x 2315 n 185.20) 37,500

B. Florida Junior College at JacksonvIlls:

35,902 + 2315 + (87. indirect costs x 2315 = 185,.20) 38,402

C. Central Piedmont Community College:

35,300 + 2315 + (aoro--contributing indirect costs) 37,615

10 I
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Justification for Additional DemonstratAon 8/*e Monies:

A. Training: Three training conferences are planned for the 18 month

period. Each of these sessions will last three days, and will be

led by training experts who are familiar both with justice issues

and community agency operations. The purposes of these meetings

will be to help project site staff to fulfill their responsibilities

more effectively. Included in the instruction will be: management

training; evaluation procedures; handling offender referrals;

policy and procedures of community human services agencies and

criminal justice offices; communications; record keeping; developing

and maintaining liaison with diverse agencies. -During these training

periods, time will be set aside also for the sharing of experiences

and information by each of the site staff.

The site of the training will shift. Each session will be

conducted at different of the project locations. Individual site

staff will be responsible for the organization (with the assistance

of the national project office) of the training at their own location.

The added funds needed for each of the three project colleges

are: $610.

B. Additional monies are requested for each of the demonstration sites

to cover the cost of their attendance at thethree scheduled

Advisory Comittee meetings. Each of these meetings will be held

in the AACJC offices in Washington. The purposes of including the

site project directors in these meetings include the following: to

expose them to national experts in related fields; to allow them the

opportunity to solicit advice and counsel from these Committee

10r.i
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members, to demonstrate national commitment to their efforts; to

share their particular experience with the Committee; to prdvide

consultations With the Committee; and to provide encouragement to

the directors. A total cost of 8705 is requested for these purposes

for each of the sites. For all three sites, the cost is: $2,115.

C. Evaluator/Consultant: To insure an effective evaluation of each

program, additional monies are requested which would allow site

directors to purchase,the services of an experienced evalnator/

consultant. The principle functions of this person would be: to

provide a third-party estimate of the success of each program; to

oversee the evaluation efforts of the site project staff; to rec-

ommend changes in proftdures and organization based upon periodic

examinations; to share findings and suggestions with the national

office. This evaluation will be both formative and summative.

Reports to both the site staff and the national office will be

prepared by this,person.

It is anticipated that this person will be &laces. resident,

thus expenditures for travel will be minimal. The funds in this

item will cover:

10 days (8 hours/day) x 100/day 2. 1,000

The total cost of three demorotration programtis: $113,517.

The national office expenditures arc: 94,482.

The grand total is: 207,999.

It is expected that approximately $17,000 in unexpended funds will

remain at the end of the planning phase, January 31, 1975. ,Thus, the

total of new monies requested for the demonvtration phase is: 190,999.00

A sheet detailing the estimated unexpended funds follows this page,
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ACTUAL COSTS THRU 12/311 1974

Butset
Actual
/2/31./74

Balance
Remainim

Estimated cos
for Jan. '75

Salaries, taxes & benefits 27,040 12,947 14,093 2,950

Travel and Subsistence 13,700 4,826 8,874 3,500

Office suppliea & Expenses 2,350 2,260 90 100

Space & Equipment Rental 1 242 728 514 400

Sub-total 44,332 20,761 23,571 6,950

Indirect Cost* @ 8% 3,547 1,666 1,881 556

Totals 47,87q 22,427 25,452 7,506

Total estimated unexpended funds: 17,946
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APPENDIX 2.

April 21, 1975

Statement of Agreement

Central Piedmont Community College/U. S. Office of Education

1. To satisfy U.S.O.E. requirements a number of reports will be prepared

by the college. Three performance reports will be submitted beginning June I,

1975 and followed thereafter by August 15, 1975 and July 15, 1976 reports.

Progress reports will be submitted at three month intervals beginning

with the third month of the project. The first of such reports will be for-

warded on or about July 14, 1975 as the project began operation April 14, 1975.

Four such reports will be written, the-fifth and final report will be submitted

July 15, 1976. As part of these reports the work of a third party evaluator

will be included.

2. The national project director will act as a facilitator for the program.

In addition to providing a variety of support services to each of the sitos,

he wIll act as a liaison among the participating colleges for the purpose of

sharing Information about program activities. He will generate national support

for individual efforts through the Advisory Committee to the project and

encourage local support by directly and indirectly (contact with the national

organizations which represent local offices) communicating with local officials

concerned with this program. He will assist project staff in training F .ivities

by 1dentifyi4g and employing (when necessary and possible) resources perso!ls.

He will coordinate national evaluation efforts with the local evaluators.

He will also provide over-slte for the project. This function will

lnclude participating in the selection of site staff, making recommendations

for program changes on the basis of observation during site visits and as the
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resul+ of evaluation findings, and gathering independent reactions to the

program from those affected by it (referrals, justice officials, faculty,

oollege administration, et. al.). In each of these activities, he will work

Interdependently with the site staff.

The national project director is responsible for meeting 0.E.

11
reporting deadlines and for insuring that site reports are sufficient and

timely so that these total project reports can be prepared by scheduled dates.

3. Project plans will be prepared by CPCC and iamitted by May 15, 1975.

Items to be included:

a) A detailed plan of action describing activities anticipated

for the 15 month program period. A time graph, and statements

about individual responsibilities for each of the activities.

b) A written agreement by the college and probation officials

will be worked out and signed by officials. The focus of this

agreement will be referral procedures, spelling out the

11
respective duties of each party.

c) An evaluation plan will be developed detailing the kinds of
11

data to be collected, the method and instruments used in

their collection, the intended use of the data and the name 1/

of the principle investigator. An acoounting of funds budgeted

for the third party evaluator will be Included.

d) A manageable local advisory committee to the project will be

established. Representatives of the affected agencies and

interested community residents will sit on this committee. 11

e) The project will maintain a low community profile.
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f) A final and complete budget will be prepared reflecting

additional monies awarded the college for training, National

Advisory Committee meetings and evaluation.

4. Funds will be distributed to CPCC on a reimbursement basis. Each

quarter beginning April 30, 1975 the college will request reimbursement for

expenditures accrued during the previous quarter. All requests will be

identified by line item. Records of all transactions will be kept both at

CPCC and the national office.

The total fund allotment for the project is $37,615.00 for the 15

month demonstration phase.

R. The actual funding period is February I, 1975 to July 31, 1976.

CPCC's project began operation April 14, 1975.

6. The first referrals to the program will be accepted no later than

the end of the second month of the project, June 15; 1975. Referrals will

continue to be accepted through the 15th month of the grant.

7. Efforts will be made during the project period to incorporate the

program into the total offerings of the college, so that the program will

continue after the federal monies are expended.

8. The college will attempt to accept an average minimum of 10 referrals

a month for the 15 month project period remaining.

Mr. litchard Ran unselor
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APPENDIX 3

COLLEGE/PROBATION AGREEMENT STATEMENT

This agreement is for the purpose of establishing a means of communica-
tions and a working relationship between the Offender Assistance Through
Community Colleges Project of Central Piedmont Community College and the N. C.
Department of Correction, Division of Adult Prdbation & Parole. .

I. It is hereby agreed that the Division of Adult Probation & Parole
(Probation Office) will make referrals of first time felony offenders
to the GATCC project of Central Piedmont Community College.

Said offenders will have attained the age of eighteen years or more
and will have convicted of an offense of a non violent nature; of a
non sex related nature, and of a non drug addiction of dispension
nature.

Involvement in the program will not be forced but voluntary on the
part of the offender. Program withdrawals will be promptly reported
to the Probation officer servicing the referral.

2. Should the period of probation be longer than the course f stu4y,
the referral will report to his office immediately upon 0 iduation
for job placement. Central Piedmont will also make avaitable, to
the referral, placement opportunities open to all students.

3. Should an offender terminate involvement in the program, the Project
Head will immediately contact the Prohationliffice for further
disposition. He will also provide the Probation Office with a report
detailing the esults of counseling sessions, class attendance and
other information which may be of value.

4. Special incentive provisions for probation period cuts upon successful
completion of the program will be at the discretion of the Probation
Office and the Courts.

The Project Mead will avail himself at such time to offer any reports,
grades, etc., which may benefit the referral in acquiring probation
period cuts.

5. It is agreed that the Division of Adult Probation & Parole will refer
potential enrollees to the college on a regular basis. A maximum of
five (5) referrals per week would be acceptable.

In a&ition the Project Head will also make periodic examination of
dockets for borderline cases which may be acceptable into the program.

After the designation of a potential client by the Probation Office, the
Project Head will interview the offender to assess his needs and interest.
Should, in his judgement, the offender be acceptable for the program he will
then be screened and tested at the college to determine his academic needs, his
vocational, personal and career interest, and his social needs.
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Should the offender not be acceptable for the program the Project Head
will report such to the Probation official responsible for having made the
referral. This report will be made as soon as possible following the initial
interview.

Upon successful completion of the assessment process a report containing
a tentativL schedule of classes and college activities will be forwarded to
the Probation Office. This report will include a counseling schedule and list
of services to be sought for the client.

The Probation Office will then present said report with their recommenda-
tions to the District Court Judge hearing the case for his/her disposition and
referral.

Assuming the referral is granted, the client will be expected to report
to the college immediately for enrollment.

/
e /,,r

h.t. DepaitliFelT of ,orreciion

Division of Adult Probation & Parole

IhI

s*; -

CPCC/OffedOer" 4Gi qaoce
Through-Community/Colleges



APPENDIx 4.

JOB DESCRIPTION

DIRECTOR, PROGRAM FOR OFFENDER ASSISTANCE

THROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The Director, Project for Offender Assistance through Community Colleges,
shall ensure that the objectives of this program, as stated in the pro-
posal submitted by AACJC and approved by the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education, are achieved within the eighteen month
period, February 1, 1975 - July 31, 1976. The director shall also
assist other AACJC programs activities and offices whenever possible.

Responsibilities:

1. Make six site visits to each of the three demonstration colleges

2. Organize three training programs for the site staff

3. Prepare required reports for the funding agency

4. Prepare an evaluation program for the project

S. Facilitate the organization and implementation of individual project
plans at each of the demonstration sites

6. Provide support services to the three demonstration sttes

7. Prepare a case study report of successful and innovative criminal
justice projects in colleges across the country

8. Arrange three meetings of the National Advisory Committee to the
project and maintain communications with this committee throughout
the program

9. Publicize the work and intent of this project nationally

S/S/7S
REW:lw



APPENDIX 5.

TRAINING SESSION EVALUATION SHEET

The objective of this form is to identify the strengths and weaknesses of
the training session in which you have just participated. Your thoughtful
responses will help us to improve the substance and form of the two remaining
training programs to be held later in the project period. ProjetA staff and
other training program participants will be asked to complete this form.
Please record your name and project position at the top of the form.

NAME:
PROJECT POSITION:

2. Did the session meet your expectations? If not, explain.

2. In terms of project operations, which part was most useful?

. Which parts were not particularly useful? Please explain.

4. Which part wae most useful in terms of improving your understanding of
general participant characteristics, needs, and interests?
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5. What topic(s) should have been discussed but was(vere) not?

6. Was the program too long? lbo short? Why?

7. Which topics consumed too much time? Why?

8. Which topics caosumed too little time? Why?

9. Rate the organization and preparation of the program:

excellent good satisfactory inadequate

If your rating is le3s than excellent, record 'orief recommendations for
Improvement.

1 1 3



10. Was the informal approach appropriate, or could more have been accomplished
through a formal series of presentations?

11. Do you have questions about any part of the project which remain unanswered?
What are they?

12. Is the interdependent relationship among demonstration sites and the
national office clear to you? Are you "comfortable" with it? If not,
explain briefly.

13. Do you know of other people in various parts of the country who might be
willing and able to assist us in later training programs?

14. Please mrke additional notations about the training program (and/or
the project itself) in the space below.
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OFFENDER ASSISTANCE TKROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGES
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Harvey N. Alter, Executive Director
National Conference on Alternatives to

Incarceration
247 West 4th Street
New York, New York 10010
(212) 675-0742

Malvin Axilbund, Project Director
Commission on Correctional Facilities
and Services

American Bar Association
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 331-2200

Kenneth S. Carpenter, Chief
Corrections Section
Office of Regional Operations
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
633 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 376-3647

Art Carrington, Probation Officer
U.S. District Court
3rd and Constitution, N.W. - Room 2800
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 376-2459

Martha J. Carver, Program Director
El Centro/Dallas County Jail

Educational Program
Main and Lamar Streets
Dallas, Texas 75202
(212) 746-2200

Julian 3. Garza, Jr.
Community Services Administration
Regional Counsel - Region VIII
Federal Building
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303) 837-4369

Thomas Joyce, Manpower Analyst
Office of Research and Development
Manpower Administration - Room 9100
U.S. Department of Labor
601 D Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20213
(202) 376-7360
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Leon Leiberg, President
Development Services Group
4524 - 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20011
(202) 829-53E8

Sylvia McCollum
Education Admlnistrator
U.S. Bureau of Prisons
320 First Street, N.W. - Room 565
Washington, D.C. 20534
(202) 724-3178
Co-Chairpersen

R. Frank Mensel, Executive Director
College & University Personnel Association
One Dupont Circle, N.W. - Roam 650
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-9080
Co-Chairperson

Frederick Pivarnik, Asset. Chief of
Probation

Administrative Office of the U.S.Courts
U.S. Supreme Court Building
Washington, D.C. 20544
(202) 393-1640 X 404

David Rothenberg
The Fortune Society
29 East 22nd Street
New York, New York 10010
(212) 677-4600

Frederick Ward, Executive Vice Prenident
National Council on Crime & Delinquency
411 Hackensack Avenue
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

Richard E. Wilson, Vice
American Association of

Junior Colleges
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7050

President
Community and

- Suite 410

Kenneth E. Wright
Dean of the College
Passaic County Community College
faterson, New Jersey 07505
(201) 742-5501



atitniNrry COLLEGE

Final Coordinator

June, 1976
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Proiect Staff:

Gerald Uarich
Project Director

Gerald N. Calvin
Project Coordinator

Debora Lokatys
Secretary

Richard Willis
Acting Coordinator and
Data Specialist

Campus Counselors:
Robert Blackman
Diann Drummand
Ottawa Harris
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SECTION I

ELEMENTS OF PROJECT OPERATIONS

At the outset of the program at the Community College of Denver, it concen-

trated on generating referrals from the court system via the probation department

in the five county area served by the Community College of Denver (Adams, Arapahoe,

Boulder, Denver, and Jefferson Counties). Referrals were designated as first-

time felony offenders on probation. The type of offense committed by the offender

was not taken into consideration as part of the criteria for acceptance in the

program. It was, and bat; been, the position of the college administration and

project staff, that if a person was deemed an appropriate candidate for probation

by the court, then this las sufficient evidence that an offender las "safe" to be

on the street, and consequently, eligible to apply for admission to the conmiunity

college.

There are three campuses of the Community College of Denver, It was envisioned

that each camRus would receive referrals from the court system (via probation) in

each of the counties. Internally, campus policies are not uniform and this had to

be taken into consideration before a uniform referral policy could be established

for the program.

Directives concerning the administration of the college came through the

President's staff, and any college-wide policy decisions had to be handled at this

level. No firm commitments could be guaranteed o the court officials with

respect to program availability and financial aid until such ttme as these directives

became official policies. An additional factor compounding these problems was the

introduction of enrollment ceilings. For example, spring and summer enrollments

were so restricted that new students had little chance of gaining admittance to

academic or vocational programs. The key in getting the project off the ground
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We the task of identifying just what the program could offer and formulating

agreements externally with total commitOent to providing these services. When this

task was accomplished, it became easier to establish the referral mechanism with

the referring agencies and the staff began accepting candidates.

It was anticipated that the bulk of referrals to the programwould come directly

from judges as a condition of sentence after conviction and upon the recommandation

of probation and/or public defenders. A sampling from personal data forma (June

1976) indicated that Oaf' waS only partly a correct assumption. Fifty-four per

cent of the offenders referred to the program war referred by probation officers,

but not as a condition of sentence When the offender was placed on probation.

Initially, it was decided that the project should limit the referrals to the

Second Judicial District and the Auraria Campus until the project was off the

ground, and then expand. This decision resulted ha a lower number of referrals than

had been expected. It was then determined that district attorneys and the state

parole department could possibly have a role as potential referral sources. After

pursuing this idea further, it was decided that at least three counties (Adams,

Jefferson and Denver) should be involved from the beginning with all three campuses

of the community college (Auraria, North and Red Rocks) accepting referrals.

Thus, the referral flow began to take shape, staff responsibilities were more

clearly defined, and staff organization was developed.

A search committee was established to find a permanent coordinator for the

project. This committee consisted of the project director, the interim project

coordinator, project secretary, and three liaison counselors. After screening

over 100 applicants, a coordinator was hired and assumed reaponsibility on

July 1, 1975.

With the new co*rdinator, a concentrated effort was begun to recruit referrals

to the program from the probation offices in the five county area. tketings were

-2 -
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held with probation supervisors, probation training officers, and probation field

staff. The program was explained and procedures outlined whereby referrals to

the program could be mcde directly to a liaison counselor. Additional meetings were

held with liaison counselors and probation field staff to establish a personal

relationship and liaison between the agency and dhe college. This was a critical

time for the program in that dhe effectiveness of dhese relationships would

largely determine whether probation field staff would make client referrals. The

following chart shows the increasing number of referrals to the program compared

with the initial projections contained in the COLLEGE AGREEMENT.

THE PROJECTION OF TARGET REFERRALS:

Summer
1975

Fall
1975

Winter
1975

Spring
1976

Summer
1976

Total

Probation 15 25 25 25 25

110
115

Cumulative total 15 40 65 90 115

Pre-trial and
Deferred Prosecution - 5 20 30 40 95

Cumulative total - 5 25 55 95

Overall cumulative
total 15 45 90 145 210 210

ACTUAL REFERRALS:

Probation 2 19 56 (25)

Cumulative total 2 21 77 (102)

Pre-trial and
Deferred Prosecution - 16 13 (11)

Cumulative total - 16 29 (40)

Overall cumulative
total 2 37 106 (142)

During the second quarter of the project (April 15-July 15, 1975) three can-

didates were interviewed for the position of Project Evaluator. Dr. Kevin

-3-
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McTavish from WICHE (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education) was selected

for the position and assumed immediate responsibility for the design and implemen-

tation of an evaluation shale. Dr. Frank Dell'Apa, Correctional Specialist, WICEE,

was instrumental in assisting the project staff in selecting an evaluator and

agreed to act as a consuitant to the project at no cost. At a later date, Drs.

Dell'Apa and McTavish net in Washington, D.C. with the national project director,

national project evaluator, and the project evaluators from Charlotte and Jackson-

ville to confer about local and national evaluation schemes. A core evaluation

was agreed to at chis meetint. Pip

Following the completion of the first interim evaluation report, Dr. McTavish

notified the project staff that he was resigning from hie project position because

of changing job responsibilities at MM.

Once again the staff began the search for an evaluator. DT. Bernie Jones,

Director of Social Changes Systems, agreed to complete the second interim evaluation

report and also the final evaluation report,

Programs developed for students were basically of an educational nature, with

remedial resources brought to bear Mhen they were needed CO assist individual

Students. This process of program development, though varied, was basically the

same on each campus. The focus was on student need. An emergency financial aid

fund was developed. This fund will be discussed more thoroughly in the next sections

of this report.

SECTION II

IMPORTANT PROBLEMS - RESULTS

In addition to those problems identified earlier in this report, the following

is a description of problems experienced in the course of the project.

The major problem we faced during summer quarter was inadequate preparation

time for orientating referring agencies to the referral system. Establishing

-4-
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the mechanics and procedures of operation within this new system took time, and

the en6 product was presented too late the accommodate the projected 15 referrals

for the quarter.

We felt that expansion of our referral sources was an absoiute necessity if

11
we were to come close to our projected number of referrals for fall. Early

orientation of all referring groups helped to facilitate this process. Our financial II

aid situation was good, and, with the addition of the institutional loan fund, we

assumed that rherring agents would feel no qualue in recommending clients.

On April 29, 1975, we net with the president's staff to initiate a number of

11
proposals designed to enable us to remove potential barriers to the program: 1) we

proposed that persons accepted into the program be identified as "continuing"

students. The effect of this action was that the offender students would be

allowed to pre-register with continuing students, thereby significantly increasing

their chances of getting into desired programs and courses. This proposal was

11
accepted and endorsed by the staff. 2) We then proposed the establishment of a

fund to provide assistance to cltents unable to pay their tuition. The presideni's
11

staff identified an unused existing emergency loan fund. This fund amounted to

01,754.00. The mechanics for utilizating this fund were worked out, and it was 11

operational for fall quarter on all three campuses. The advantage of having this

11
fund was that the school required 100% 'tuition/fee payment at the time of regis-

tration (this is new policy, the deferred payment plans have been abandoned.)

Students applying for financial aid must generally wait three to five weeks before

receivin6 the award. If their applications are submitted too late, they are unable 11

to register, in afect precluding registration for that quarter. The loan fund

11
provided money (on a revolving loan basis) to allow registLltion to be completed

pending receipt of the finnncial aid award. Once the award was received, the

amount of the loan was deducted, and funneled back into the fund. 3) Since the

-5-
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project award did not provide money specifically for such line items as printing

and reproduction, telephone expenses, postage, official functions, etc., it was

necessary to ask for approximately $2,300. The president's staff approved the

proposal for this money to be drawn as a priority item from the Student Service

Budgets mall dhree campuses.

Rick Willis, Acting-Coordinator (3/12/75 to 6/30/76), was asked to contribute

to this section of the report covering the period he was assigned as Acting Coor-

dinator for the project. The following is his assessment of important problems

experienced and solutions developed:

1My initial problem as acting project coordinator was to find a way to es-

tablish a firm foundation so that referrals to the project could be generated

quickly. Three conditions made this task difficult:

(1) My own inexperience;

(2) a month and a half delay in identifying staff (director and coordinator);

(3) a project which initially was very hard to sell as an important and

viable product.

The only solution to the problem of inexperience was, of course, to develop

that experience as broadly and as quickly as possible. Deadlines established by

the national office obviously motivated this development. Initially, the director

assumed a lot of the responsibility in developing site policy, contacting liaison

personnel at the college, delineating role responsibilities, and generally pro-

viding dhe thrust to get the ball rolling.

With respect to the problem of the late start, I don't think the project has

ever fully recovered from this disadvantage. It definitely put Denver in a poor

light with eae national office, and provided a significant handicap for the perEon

to be selected as project coordinator.

I have found the criminal justice community, in general, to be someWhat

-6-
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skeptical of most new and untested educational and community-based programs.

Evidently, negative experiences with same "save-the-world, fly-by-night" programa

have contributed to this "wait and see" attitude. All potential referring agencies

want to know exactly what the program can do in the way of services, particularly

with respect to financial assistance. If these agencies do not perceive tangible

benefits, the project is not used. This project had no built-in benefits over

and above those already availab:e to any self-referred individual. Special con-

sideration benefits had to be developed. This in itself presented a basic

philosophical problem.

The Community College of Denver prides itself on the equal opportunities

availnble to all students. There is a great deal of resistance to the idea of .

providin priority or special consideration to any individual or group concerning

access to the college, to programs of study, and/or to services.

Through some very effective lobbying by the college director, we were able to

partially appease the probation officers by insuring them that all clients re-

ferred through the program would be able to pre-register. It was a significant

advantage since, at the time, enrollment as being limited, and many perspective

rico: students were being turned away.

In addition, LYW key arrangements were made with vari,us General Studies and

Occupational Studies Deans to provide some consideration to program students over

and above that given the unsponsored students in order to facilitate immediate

access to programs in great demand.

The establishment of a liaison counselor to the project on all three campuses

responsible for working directly with all referred clients, added credibility to

our position in the eyes of most prospective referring agents.

Without question, the most significant change in the program was the broadening

of the eligibility criteria to accommodate a larger number of referrals. Although

-7-
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some thought had been given to proposing this to the national office earlier

(through formal discussion), it was not until the permanent coordinator was hired

that it became an active policy.

It became evident very early, through numerous meeting' with probation officials,

that, although the pool of first-time felony offenders on or facing (pre-sentence)

probation was large, they did not feel comfortable about referring clients to such

a program without having at least six :months to supervise them. Their rationale

vas that motivation and responsibility could not generally be measured quickly,

and that high risk tlients would result if extensive and prolonged supervision were

not provided prior to referral.

As a consequence of this prevalent philosophy, it was apparent that it would

be impossible for us to meet the target goal of 180 referrals by the end of the

project, using these narrow eligibility criteria.

Site policy was established to broaden the eligibility requirement, consistent

with the college agreement, to include virtually any offender/ex-offender with the

general exception of juveniles, although this group was not automatically rejected

either. This served to accomplish one important objective; it tied a much broader

segment of the criminal justice community to the project, thereby enhancing the

information flow about the program." (End of Willis quote.)

The liabilities of the project as it was originally formulated are: (1) it may

have contributed to unrealistic expectations where differences were not appreciated

(in Denver the prevailing attitude among probation officers about referring "high

risk" probationers)' (2) it was underfunded, and the expectations, objectives, and

goals were not based on the fiscal realities of the situation. The concern about

the level of funding for the Denver site was expressed informally to the national

project director at the training session in Jacksonville when it became clear that

the expectations were unrealistic. A target goal of 30 to 50 referrals would have
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been more realistic. The same staff would have been able to provide more intensive

service to the referred client, and the crucial follow-up effort would have received

more then a token gesture.

Most of the identifiable weaknesses of ene program (minimal follow-up of

clients, minimal feedback to referring agents, inadequate counseling of many clients,

and spotty use of available financial aid) can be directly attribUted to the time

conztraints forced on staff because of dhe volume of referrals and the limited

number of staff counselors.

The major area of strength lay in the sound organization of dhe total project

from the national office. Although expectations may have been unreasonable, there

was never any doubt or vagueness about what was expected. Given the resources

necessary, the project could have evolved as a model demonstration of what could

be accomplished through education as a viable alternative to incarceration in

Colorado.

There were several other important problems encountered by the project and the

staff that should also be mentioned. Am vas stated earlier in this report, one of

the major problems was the low number of referrals early in the program. This may

be, as Mr. Willis had indicated, partly due to the fact that the program got a.late

start. During the summer quarter, 1975, there were only two referrals to the pro-

gram who were aecually enrolled in classes.

Efforts to generate more target referrals to the program were successful to

a limited degree during the fall quarter, 1975. In the month of July, personal con-

tacts were made with several criminal justice agencies by the newly appointed pro-

ject coordinator and the interim coordinator. These contacts included district

attorneys, public defenders, and judges in Arapahoe, Jefferson, Adams, Denver,

and Boulder Counties. The result of this effort was an increase of referrals.

When it was recognized that the project WAS not receiving a sufficient number
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of referrals to meet the project goal, the county probation departments were again

contacted. In an attempt to identify the cauans for the low referral rate of

first-felony offenders, the project evaluator was asked to assist the project staff

in getting a handle on this phenomenon. In his first proeess evaluation report,

Dr. McTavish stated Chat the probation departments did not consider the OEP to be

a priority referral source for their clients. Nis report was shared with the

advisory board members, and they were asked to respond to this report with sug-

gestions, criticisms and recommendations addressing the problem. The problem of

the low referral rate was also a point of discussion at the November 1975 national

advisory committee meeting held in Washington, D.C. 14embers of Che committee were

concerned about this problem, and auggested that the coordinator contact judges in

the five-county area served by the Community College of Denver (Adams, Arapahoe,

Boulder, Denver and Jefferson Counties). A national advisory committee member

located in Denver agreed to assist Che coordinator in arranging meetings with court

officials. Only one such meeting was arranged through the end of June.

A second problem encountered by the programwas the alsemce of emergency

financial assistance for OEP students. A search was conducted for funds that could

be useful as an "emergency loan fund" for OEP students. This effort resulted in

the disclosure of an existing loan fund Which was not being used. Thus, a request

was made for this fund to be designated for use by the OEP. This request was

approved in the amount of $900.00. This fund was then made available to OEP students

attending the fall quarter which began in September 1975. An active recruitment

effort was made with all probation departments to increase ele number of clients

referred to the progrrm from the target population. This effort continued as we

moved into winter quarter, 1976.

A major setback, with regard to the continuation of the project, was experienced

When it was learned that the project was not included in the college's budget
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request (Fiscal Year 1976-77) submitted to ehe Joint Budget Committee of the

Colorado State Legislature. The major concern of the project staff at this point

was 'whether the Community College of Denver was committed to this type of program.

A meetingwith Dr. Perea, Vice-President-Auraria, Dr. Luchsinger, President of

the college, Gerald Ulrich, Project Director, and ehe Project Coordinator was

arranged to address ehis issue. The president explained the reasons why the project

budget was not included in his request. However, he emphasized that this was not

to be interpreted as a lack of support by the college fisr the program. He stated

that tht project had his full support to seek out funds (grant development, etc.)

to continue the project beyond the present funding period. Since this meeting,

the project director and coordinator have met with the newly hired Special Program

Officer at the college, a representative of LEILA, and the Grants Administrator

for the Colorado Division of Corrections regarding the development of funds to con-

tinue to project. This effort did not prove successful.

SECTION III

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

One ostensible need for change in the program developed during the fall

quarter, 1975. In the quest to generate more target referrals to the program,

several agencies questioned ehe college's position of discriminating in favor of

only first-time felony offenders. Why not parolees, multiple offenders, pre-trial

releases, or offenders placed in community corrections centers? This problem was

discussed with the college project director and the national director during a

site visit in summer of 1975 to Denver. It was agreed that the college could and

should accommodate a limited number of referrals from the non-target population.

However, ehe national director reminded us not to lose sight of our primary goal,

i.e., recruit actively for first-time felony offenders placed on probation.

On the basis of this agreement, a policy statement was developed ehat defined
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a parameter in whiCh non-target offenders could be referred to the OEP.

On Ap,4 9, 1976, during the national director's visit, changes were made in

the College Agreement and approved. The following is a summary of those changes:

I. The College Aareement

a. We added the phrase,"and to interpret core evaluative information,"

to objective C-1 shown on page four. We will not be able to respond

to the "improvement in self-esteem" item since no pre-test was given.
,

b. At ehe bottom of page five, we added an itemization of the minimum

services provided by intake counselors. This includes one or more of

the following:

(1) general counseling
(2) counseling (mental, health, drugs, alcohol, etc.)
(3) academic advising (GED, vocational)
(4) financial aid advising
(5) class scheduling
(6) admission assibtance
(7) referral of students to community service agencies for services

not provided by the college (amployee-Ex, state employment
service, etc.)

(8) follow-up
(9) job placement/counseling through referral to the Job Placement

Center
(10) career/vocational counseling, including testing services through

Career Counseling Center

c. On page six, we added the word, "educational," between "desired" and

"program" in the tenth line from the bottom of the page.

d. On page five, AACJC does not include our target "B" category as

meeting the project definition of target. (Our target "B" category

of pre-sentencing should read pre-trial). This discrepancy in des-

cription does not require any new action on our part since we have al-

ways had the thrust in our organized recruitment efforts tows.'d target

"A" category, that is, convicted first-time felony offenders on pro-

bation. Our goal in this category was a total of 115 referrals. As

of this date of change, 102 referrals had been made.

-12-
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2. Summary of Reporting Agreemem

a. The fall quarter descriptive report has been submitted.

b. The winter quarter descriptive report; due April 16, 1976.

c. The reports of student statistics were forwarded as follows: winter

quarter - April 30, 1976; fall quarter May 15, 1976.

On June 3, 1976. the project director submitted a summary of the changes made

in the budget for the project.

Other than the changes stated earlier in this report, aid in this section,

no significant changes were made since the original grant award in February, 1975.

Other minor, insignificant changes made in the program will be covered in the re-

mainder of this text.

SECTION IV

UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

Because of the low number of referrals received by the project from its in-

ception to July 1, 1975, it vas decided to change the criteria for acceptance into

the program. This unanticipated change was also due to an interest in the program

by "non-target" agencies (parole, work-release, community corrections, juvenile

agencies). This thrust resulted in two specific actions by the program staff and

counselors; (1) a stepped-up effort to increase the number of target referrals to

the program, and, (2) a change in the program policy which resulted in accepting

offenders into the program from the "non-target" agencies. The final result of

this effort was chat 54% of the program participants were from, or referred by,

a probation officer/office. The remaining 46% were referred by other agencies or

sources. A more complete breakdown is shown in the evaluator's final report.

An hmportant point to mention at this juncture is that probation officers

and other referring agenta are referring from 5 to 457. of their caseloads to

the program. Amd, according to the project evaluator, agencies are now referring



more clients to educational programs via this program than they were prior to

its existence at the college.

Amother important and unanticipated outcome of the prOgramwas the prospect

of the program not being included in the college's budget request. This outcome

shifted the burden of refunding to the project staff. When all efforts to refund

the project failed, an alternative plan was developed by the project staff and

implemented, whereby the project could continue without funding. Essentially this

meant that the project director and the liaison counselors would continue their

functions without the benefit of a full-time, paid coordinator and secretary.

This, of course, would result in a less aggressive stance with the criminal justice

system, i.e., active recruiting of'clients would diminish, project coordination

would diminish, and a lower keyed operation would evolve.

SECTION V

INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES

Offenders referred to the program at the Community College of Denver were

allowed to pre-register as though they were continuing students. Without this special

dispensation, referrals from the criminal justice system would be required to wait

until regular registration and take their Chances of getting into the program of

their choice along with other new students. This special consideration enhanced

the credibility of the staff and college with probation/parole officers and other

referring agencies. It allowed the staff the opporbunity to work with students

immediately instead of giving the referral a run..around.

Financial aid coordinators on each campus agreed to assist the liaison

counselors by making a special preliminary "hand calculation" to determine whether

or not the offender student would be eligible for financial aid. This assisiance

provided the basis for implementing a deferred tuition status for those students

deemed eligible for aid.
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There were no fundamental changes in the Community College of Denver's

admission or instructional policies since there has always been a complete openness

(open-door policy) to all applicants over the age of eighteen. When problems did

arise concerning the admission of program students, the admissions office was helpful

II
in assisting the students with the problems.

Early in the project (July,1975), the project coordinator contacted Arapahoe

Community College and El Paso Community College to interest them in the program.

Specifically, where a referral was made to the program, but where the student would

be moving out of the immediate area, the appropriate college was contacted to

assure a smooth transition from the Community College of Denver to the receiving

college. There were only two cases where this occurred, but it is significant to

note the spirit of cooperation experienced in these two cases.

In July, 1975, meetings were held with the Educational Opportunity Center,

Employ-Ex, Open-Door Ptoject at Metropolitan State College, and the Teacher Corps

Corrections Project at Loretto Heights College to detemine how these resources

might be of assistance to our students. The Educational Opportunity Center is in-

volved in the recruitment of minority and other traditionally deprived groups in-

terested in furthering their education. Assistance is given in providing programs

of financial aid, counseling, job placement, vocetional guidance, etc., prior to

referral to an educational institution.

Contact was made with Employ-Ex, a local organization funded through LEAA,

and sponsored by the Denver Anti-Crime Council. This organization is designed

to provide ex-offenders with comprehensive counselinc in job placement, and is

actively involved in helping to place the ex-offender in an appropriate employ-

ment situation. Liaison personnel were identified, and the program staff has

had frequent contact with the staff at Employ-Ex to assist our students in finding

jobs.
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Metropolitan State College and Loretto Heights College were resources for

students who had educational needs beyond the capacity of the community college to

serve, that is, those offender students Who had advanced beyond two years of

college work.

Throughout the course of the program, several community, county, state, and

federal agencies were contacted to determine the availability of services for

offender students.

SECTION VI

EFFECTIVENESS OP TOTAL PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

Whether the national office three-site program was a reasonable errangement

depends'on one's perspective. From Washington, it may appear reasonable. How.

ever, from the perspective of the Denver project, it had its drawbacks. The dis-

tance and infrequent communication among the project sites and with the national

office has been a distinct disadvantage for the projects and the national office. -

Problems seemed to develop between the national office and the Denver project

when the least amount of communication took place.

The possible advantages of this iype of arrangement might be in the autonomy

of each project site. Certainly each site was allowed, within certain national

guidelines, to develop an individual project model that was unique to a particular

site. However, it was apparent, from time to time, that the national office had

certain expectations of performance that overshadowed the developing model. When

these expectationr not met, the project was then compared with the other sites'

virtues and progress, and the concern for model development took a back seat.

On the local level, the effectiveness of the total program organization can

best be assessed objectively by the local evaluator at each site, and by the

national evaluator.

Indicators of the program's effectiveness in the Denver project have been



assessed by both local evaluators. Other indicators of program effectiveness are

the unsolicited letters received from referral agencies and other agencies of the

criminal justice system in Colorado.

SECTION VII

WEAKNESSES AND STRENGTHS OF THE PROJECT AS ORIGINALLY CONCEIVED

As originally conceived, the project had several weaknesses as well as strenghts: 11

1. Strengths

a. To provide a viable alternative to judges, probation officials, public
defenders, district attorneys, private attorneys, and parole agencies
in terms of identifying appropriate candidates for pursuit of higher
education objectives through the Community College.

b. To establish and maintain strong liaison ties between officials of
the criminal justice system and appropriate Community College per-
sonnel.

c. To provide educational opportunities for first-time felony offenders.

d. Community College of Denver as an ideal location for the Offender
Assistance Program. Three campuses serving a five-county area in
Metro Denver.

e. Referred offenders will undergo a complete testing program, including
specialized tests.

1. Adequate financial aid program.

g. Total grant funds required $60,890.

h. Total in-kind contributions $70,700.

i. Program evaluation.

2. Weaknesses

a. Budget reduced to $37,500.

b. Eliminiation of complete testing program because of budget limitations.

c. Inadequate financial aid.

d. Inadequate staffing.

e. Limiting program to first-time felony offenders.

1. Inadequate travel budget for required out-of-state meetings.
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g. Inadequate funding for program evaluation.

h. Unrealistic estimation of referral pool.

i. Unrealistic program expectations given the limitud budget.

SECTION VIII

ANTICIPATED FUTURE OF THE PROGRAM AT CCD

Outside funding for the continuation of the program did not materialize.

. -

And, as was indicated earlier in this report, the community college did not include

the program in its budget request. This left two alternatives for the program:

(1) terminate the program as another fly-by-night project, or (2) design a program

that could continue without additional funding.

The project staff net and decided to continue the Tmogram without funding

and without a project coordinator or secretary. The design appears to be feasible,

and the commltment of the liaison counselors and project director is strong.

Obviously, this design, and the loss of two staff persons, will diminish the efforts

to continue a strong aggressive stance with the criminal justice system. A pro-

posal for the continuation of the program has been submitted to the college admini-

stration for approval and support.

SECTION IX

PLANS FOR INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

The low profile of the program will continue as it has been.

The design of the new program includes recruibnent of offenders from the

criminal justice system. The criteria for acceptance will no longer be restrictive,

but will include offenders from all areas of the criminal justice system. The

project coordinator and director have initiated a campaign whereby professionally

produced posters will be placed in offices of criminal justice agencies in the

five-county area.

he Arapahoe Community College has expressed an interest and a willingness to
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participate with the Community College of Denver in this new effort.

SECTION X

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

As we wind down, it will be incombent upon the terminating project staff to

provide as much assistance as possible to make the transition from a funded pro-

ject to an unfunded project as trouble-free as possible.

Staff will be meeting with the counselors on each campus to describe how the

new programwill work and what role they will be invited to play. We will work

on updating the pro3ect records and submit a supplemental report showing the

number of students completing spring quarter, enrolling in sumser,quarter, and

expected to enroll in the fall quarter, 1976.

1 3 ri
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I. Elements of the Program at CPCC can be divided into the following categories;

the generation of referrals, staff organization and.responsibilities,

evaluator, student programs and external client support. Ve will discuss

these items in said order for the sake of clarity.

11
The program concept was presen:md to the BC Department of Probation &Parolit: .

by,the,coordinator. Scon thereafter an agreement was entered into and some, though

few, referrals sere made by interested probation officers.. Eozaver the offiters

making such referrals sere too few aad two subsequent sessions were held to

educate, as many as possible, as to the goals, purpose, and direction of the

program. f

These sessions however did not prove eaccessfUl in generating more clients

and through some budget munipulation we mere able to add an additional person to

,
the staff thus creating .che field assistant position.

This position was created, in part, to place a program staff person at the

Prebation Department for a minimum of 15 hours per week. The responsibilities

of the person in said position were to (s) establish a working relationship with
1/

probation officers who were being assigned offenders convicted of felonies;

(b) to identify probationers meeting program involvement criteria, aad (c) to

facilitate the referral of such probationers from the Probation office to the

college and program.

The use of each a staff member was most vital to the flow of referrals to the

project. It was apparent, after the first couple of months, that probation officers

could not be expected to make regular referrals to the program. We will not
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2

attempt herein to explain the reasons for this lack of interest but will resort

to the position that the prorram ems not credible at that point.

The advisorj board for our program met on two occasiona.. to offer direction

to staff and clients. Por the met part those present mere members of social

service agencies, IBAL, college coUnseling staff, members of city and county

admizdstration, and criminal justice agencies, i.e. probation, parole, pre.release

and aftercare. At one-neeting a client representative was present and todk part

as en active Wird member. Additional Advisory Board meetings were scheduled on,.:

several other occasions but were canceled because of the lack of response by

nembers. Por the most part, the avisory board was mon,-functional as asouroe of

direction because of poor organization and disputes or conflicts as to the client

group most in need of services by the prograin and college. These disputes/Conflicts

eventuallyled to breakAown and disbandment of the Advisory Board.

Staff organization and responsibilities were organized as follows: Prmrsie

director, this position was held by a member of the college counseling staff and
,

for the most part was an advisory position. As each contact with operational staff

was limited to weekly telephone calls and chance meetings after the program was

setup and runntng smoothly. Being a link between the college administration and

the operating program, the program &Tractor was instrumental in expediting time

sad bureaucratic formalities within the institution. The program direCtor also

offered moral support and direction when program staff met with problems Which,

at the tine, seemed insurmountable. Be was also the thrust behind preparing

propopals for refunding and program continuance.

The Project Coordinator, a position held by the triter, was responsible for

the administration of the day to day project. This position carried with it the
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responsibility of approving referrals for program involvement, establishing and

maintaining a positive rapport with judicial, social service and other agencies

which provided services to the Project snd clients. Counseling clients and their

families, as wall as bridging some gaps with probation officers and clients, WU

the main thrust df this position. The position of Coordinator was second to that

of Director which caused both holders of these: positions some anriety because of

their individual responsibilities to the project. This anxiety and tension perhaps

could have been avoided by a. more detailed and specific delegation of duties and
s:

responsibilities.

7.4e Field Assistant as earlier noted in this report, was responsible for the

identification of potential clients at the probation office, and for maintaining

a positive rapport with that office. The Field Assistant also provided personal

counseling and acadeec/vocational guidance to maAy undecided and troubled clients.

Finally the position of Secretary nhich for the most part consisted of

maintaining files, typing and seheduling appointments for clients with the above

staff personnel and social service agencies. The evaluator las responsible for
o'

submitting periodic reports to the national project office. These reports were

prepared after consultation with all of tbs above staff members, an examination

of the files, and limited contact with clients. Great care was taken by ths ;

evaluator to assure tbs proper information was gathered and an adequate control'

ample taken.

On severaloccasions staff meetings were held to discuss different aspects

of the project with the cvaluator who many times offered constructive criticism

of program operations.
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Student financial support by and large came from federal programs available

to all students. The Basic Educational Opporturity Grant served as the project's

prime source of support for clients. Comprehensive Employment Training Act fUnds

also provided.a small percentage of clients with stipends. Probably the most

helpful however were small grants* loans* and gifts from church and charitable

organisations. By contacting these groups by telephone* and explaining whatever

predicament we were in that day* we were able to assist more clients than one

could imagine. A great deal of the project's success is due to these groups and
t..

organisations.

II. Problems encountered during the course of the project mill be discussed hue

in the order they developed.

Our first yroblen involved the P;obati-on Department and thereferral of

potential clients to the project. After presenting the objectives and services

of the project to probation adminiatrators we expected torreceive.clients rapidly.

However due to the lack of understanding* initiative* or adequate compunications

within the probation office* or a conbination of these* we did not receive any

referrals.

In an effort to correct this situation* after three leeks a meeting was

scheduled with Probation Officers* and not their administrators* to present and

discuss the program and mhat benefits it could provide* not only the probationer

but the officers as well. The officers handling felony caseloads were interested

and some provided lists of potential clients at the end of this meeting. This

meeting further offered the opportunity for project staff to neet the probation

officers mith Whom they would be working and to form something of arelationship.

Once referrals to the project started coming in we begun to have problems

woviding them with financial assiatance. As moat referrals had no jobs and had
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been recently placed on probation, project staff todk it upon ourselves to provide, I/

through donations from charitable organizations, monies for tuition, books, clothing,

and in some cases shelter for clients. This assistance was provided on an

individual need basis and still remains as a vital service of the project to clients."

Part time employment was secured for some clients as a means of satisfying the 4/

,ost of community college enrollment, but despite the efforts of staff only a few II

such positions were available.

Having accumulated some sixty clients over a period of five months, it then

became apparent that project staff would not be capable of providing concentrated

counseling fer.all clients involved in the project. This problem was and continues

to present staff with nucb frustration. The nature of tbe clientele involved in

the project requires regular contact witli project staff or some member of the

counseling'staff.

When the program was conceived it vas assumed that existing counseling staff II

would be equipped to counsel program participants. Unfortunately such was not the

case at Central Piedmont Comity' College. While most counselors have obtained II

graduate degrees, there exist avoid in their experience dealing with the personal

problems encountered by minority, disadvantaged and exg-offender clients. For the II

most part counseling staff at CPCC are involved in the design and approval of

11

curricula for studenta.

Ta a degree the above problem was alleviated by the assignment of a Sociology. . II

graduate degree intern from the University of NC at Charlotte. Working twenty

to thirty hours per week, the intern was helpful in individual counseling sessions

and other facets of the program.

The intern, who later became a part time salaried staff member, also helped

strengthen the relationship with probation officers. Reporting to the probation II

office three days per week for stiffing, he was able to identify first tine felons
1 4:3

placed on probation as they were assigned to the probation officers.



=LEV.

Cost of Program per participant

Charlotte Denver Jacksonville

Budget $37,615.00 $37,5470.00 $38,402.00

Target Enrollment 284.96 297.62* 205.36

Target & Non-target 242.68 122.95* 152.38

Enrollment

*Includes all referrals mho received minimum services as described

in thelquarterly aite report.
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6

Probably the biggest problem, during our 18 months of operation, stemmed

from the need for a similar program to aid persons convicted of misdemeanor*.

Throughout the entire program year we contiimmill.ly beard, from probation officers,

their administrators, judges, and probationers, that such a service should be

provided fbr persons before they commit an_illegal act of felony degree.

To decrease this problem, we accepted a:limited number of persolconvicted

of misdemeanors,. to Wham we offered similar services as those given our specific

client group. Though this concession did not satisfy some of those persons and

agencies in the community,.it has provided the program, with aregular flow of

clients froa both categories.

III. Excnt ler the addition of the above intern to the salaried staff, no changes

- were made in the prop= throughout its duration.

The title given the-intern was Assistant Field Coordinator. The position wax

made available by rebudgeting bands appropriated for Coordinator and Secretary

positions, but not used for those positions because of the colleges standing salary

Scale and the individuals experience and credentials filling thosejositions.

issentially the position required establishing and maintaining contact with

probation officers and judges to insure the prograa serviced those persons it Vats

desigaed to serrice. The Field Assi4tant identified potential clients at the

probation office, discussed the program and what it could possibly offer the

referral, eith the officer and the probationer. He reviewed probation files

and contacted probationers where necessary to ascertain their interest in the

program. CmAnseling and testing were also included ia his duties, which freed

the coordinator to direct his attention to other facets of the program.
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IV. Several significant things resulted from the existence of the pro3ect

ethich can be described as unanticipated.

First we were asked, on at least sixoccasiens,i, to prepare and submit

"school plans" for persons being held in 7youthfu1 offender" facilities. Persons

confined in these institutions normally receive sentences of tone day to five years',

and require either a job or school plan to be released. The requests for each a

plan, came from a parent or counselor working with the confined person.

Wherein the exoffenders met program requirements, and, au interview with

the offeader or his or her counselor was held, the plan was designed and submitted.

However many time5we could not design a plan because of our laCk of knowledge of

the person.

Secondly we were asked to act as character witnesses for persons who bad

pending cases. We only consented to doing so when we were sure of the individual's

performance and could attest to his success within the chosen curriculum.
.0%

A third unexpected outcome of the program came in the form of program staff

being ask to participate in seminars and panel discussions in the'coimunity

relative to ex.-offender education/Vocational training. Staff members now occupy

ihree positions on advisory/governing boards of agencies dealing with juveniles

or exp.offenders. We also spoke to two groups of parolees being processed through

apre-release and aftercare center.

The most gratifying indicator of program acceptance came, however, when a

supreme court judge 'sentenced' a client toprobation and participation in the

progran. At the beginning of the program we spoke with several judges requesting

our program be included in the sentencing of clients 3udged in need of our services.

Ironically the first such sentence wao rendered three months prior to program

expiration.

it

a

1

1
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Second to the above unexpected outcome wan the collaboration of project

personnel and the local District Attorney in preparing a proposal for a diversion

program. The program would utilize the services of the college and Pre-Trial

Release program combined to divert certain individuals from prosecution.

V. The most noteworthy institutional changes resulting from the programs

existence are as follows: (A) The college, which bad heretofore only received

a few study release students, has now accepted the idea and movement toward

rehabilitation of ex-offenders through education/vocational training. Instructors

and other college personnel show added interest in some students when identified

as progiam participants. Others who do not have direct contact with students -

inquire as to the program's progress and some offer aesistance in their areas

of responsibility at the college.

Project staff hame been able to secure special consideration for clients

in the student loan and financial aid offices. Most clients are in need of such

consideration because they are, for the most part, unemployed and from low income

households.

(S) The Probation Department, at the beginning of the program, assigned an

administrator to facilitate the referral of potential clients to the program.

This arrangement did not prove to be a good ona, but couldbe interpreted as a

change and eventually led to program staff having access to office files.

Some probation officers bad court and fine payments suspended while their

clients were participating in the program.

(C) The local Uhnpower Training and Vocational Rehabilitation Programs set

aside &number of Slots specifically for program participants. Both programs

supply students with financial aid for tuition, books, and other college related
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9 1
expenses. The Manpower Program (CETA) also provides a stipend.

(D) Many other agencies showed special considerations for program participants.

Charitable and religious organizations made special efforts to aid clients when

called upon. For example the IMCA housed some clients at a special rate until

other living quarters could be found. FISH gave, on two occassions, a mOnth's

transportation expenses, for clients to awl from school.

The Department of Social Services, Veterans Administration, Social Security,

Public Housing Authority, and Employment Security Commission all designated ar

individual within their offices to work with project staff to expedite the process- II

ins of our clients through their agencies.

AA a whole the social service community responded favorably to the program
11

and became more responsive to the exoffenderls needs.

11

VI, The national organization of the program, I found to be convenient and

efficient. With three sites spread about the nation controlled by a centrally

located office in Washington, / found atood.cross section of ideas and received

adequate current information and materials.

The location of the national office in Washington, with its advisory board

comprised of representatives frommajor corrections and educational bodies,

offered the staff up to date information and direction.

Advisory Board meetings, staff training sessions and conferences were organized II

and structured such that all three sites could benefit.

Reports and other materials were exchanged and discussed, thus disseminating

the ideas and problems of each project coordinator vale at the same time

receiving information about other programs in the country dealing with ex-offenders.

From Ay perspective the program structure was ideal with the exception of the

IlDirector/Coordinat,r" arrangement. This set up presented this coordinator with

1
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some prcblems. The coordinator, though charged with the daily operations of the

programme superseded by a director who was ia contact with program, at most,

once &week. This situation, though workable, presented some conflict as to the

timing and coordination of the project plans.

Mbrauggestion would be that the responsibilities given the "Director" in

this program be given to the chairman of an advisory board. la such a structure

the nowcoordinator would be at liberty to carry out his or her project plans on

his schedule , while at the same time having a college official directly related

to the program.

VII. The education and vocational curriculum of the community college seem ideal

for a.client group requiring varied levels of involvement. AA the community

college level clients can receive GED or high school completion courses with

students of his age and matirity level. This does not require him to return to

pnblic schools where he often has a reputation as an offender or troublemaker.

Vbcational courses at community colleges can be pursued while other academic
. :

work is being done. Deny clients feel they do not have tine to work bnhigh school

courses alone, and often place such courses second on their priority lists.

lavoring job training, most clients euroll full time and complete their schedules

with academic studies.

A second strong feature of the program as it was designed was the use of

existing social service agencies to satisfy the needs of program participants.

Like the community college, most social service agencies are designcd to aid

the general population, ex-offenders or probationers included. The tragedy is

that this group is not aware of the procedures necessary to obtain the services

and benefits of such agencies. Pbr the most part the program has acted as a

brokerage for the clients ia this area. Directing clients to the appropriate
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agency to handle a certalm problem, or helping an individual complete ths many

forma required for assistance, has meant the differenee for many clients.

Tne one weakness I found in the project conception was the number of clients

we mere expected to service with so few staff members. Had we not been able to

bire the additional staff person I doubt seriously if the number of clients

. would have received as thorough a service as we were able to provide.

FUrther, these clients would not have received ongoing attention as the process

was cumUlative. Had the project been designel tl enroll probationers only, the

process and staff would have been appropriate, but counseling and other duties

require more than two full time employees if they are to be effective and

measurable.

TIM The current program will end as of July 31, 1976, but plans have been made

to continue the project, with changes, pending receipt of funds from the

IW Department of Corrections inVctober 176e

A number of proposals were prepared and submitted to potential funding sources

to continue the effort but, to date, the Department of Corrections, Adult Probation

and Parole, is the only agency to respond with any degree of interest.

As notification of a grant award sill net be forthcoming until late September,

the college has consented to maintain the salary of the coordinator and possibly a

support position as well. This continuation will, bowever,terminate at the end of

September should the Department of Corrections be unable to fund the new project.

U. Changes in the new program proposal have been made to reflect the interest

and needs of the community. Firat the new program will service approximately one

bomdred and fifty probationers and parollees, as referred by the Department of

Corrections. Such referrals will have been convicted of misdemeanors and felonies

with little regard to the category of conviction. This change will make the
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program more attractive to officers and administrators of thb ProbLtion Depart-

vent, while offering the services of the college and program to almost any

person vithin the judicial system who desires trainthg.

A second group of clients, approximately fifty, will come from the District

Attorney, Public Defender and Pre-Trial Release offices working as a unit to

divert youthful offenders. This facet of the program mill service persona

identified by the above offices for train$ng as an alternative to judicial

processing.

All clients rill receive payment for tuition, books and other school

related expenses as well as a stipend of $20.00 per week for the first 24

weeks of enrollment. During the current program me have found this period to

be the most difficult for enrollees mhile it alswaffords students ample tine

to receive notification of Basic Education Opportunity Great awards.

Pending the receipt of said funds, the new program will also provide four

new counseling positions for a ratio of sone thirty odd Clients per counselor.

Given such a ratio, staff-will be able to maintain close contact with'individual

clients to ensure thorough and complete services for All enrolled.

Continuation funds applied for from the Department of Corrections mill

provide nine months of funding and subsequent inclusion in the BC State LEAA Plan.

After this initial period it is possible that the program mill be used as a

model for other community colleges In le si,a4.A. Won successful completion of

this nine month period the results and statistics will be shared with such

institutions and other interested state and federal agencies.

---.Because of the nature of the program and itso clientele a lomrpublic profile

will be maintained until some success factors can be accumUlated and identified.

m.
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X. For the most part I feel the program has been a tremendous success. rae

program, has provided fu..4 educational, occupational and humaa service assistance

11for clients Who are suppose to receive such assistance from the probation

department. Due to the overwhelming number of probationers, sudh assistance is

virtually impossible from this office.

Secondly, the project has developed a collaborative relationship between the I/

community college and justice agencies. The program hasprovided the probation

officer, public defender, district attorney, and courts a viable alternative to

just probation. It has proven that an existing agency within the community can

be of use in the rehabilitation of ex-offenders.

The program, has also offered encouragement to the college to develop

programs specifically for ex,-offenders. Before the beginning of the current

project programs at the college werl directed to the training of police. Now

there is some attention geared toward maintaining and expanding the present

effort, as well as offeriag courses for this specific cliert group.

%zither the program has demonstrated to all who were aware of its presentee

that contact with such pers7ns does not have tc be a negative experience. 12mgram

ptrticipants have existed, throughout the program year, without being involved in

single incident which would cause such a program to become controversial.

taroughout the program year I have continually reflected upon the causes and

reasons for clients to arrive at being placed on probation. Many were convicted

of offenses, which I felt were non,-sense, such as 'possession of less than a gram

of marijuanaYand 'loitering'. An even greater number were convicted of crimezof a

more serious nature, such as 'armed robbery' and 'assault'. The eauses and reasons

I concluded, cannot be singled out as simply as "0 and "b", but the majority seem

to stem from a deficiency within our society thich begins and is manifested in our

public educational system.

ro.a
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It is my conviction that in order to stop or lessen crime, the educational

community will have to redirect much of its, energy to equip youth with adequate

academic and vocational training to allow an individual to provide a decent

living for him or herself. Some 85 ; of persons enrolled in the program this

past 18 months have less than a tenth grade education, while a total 95 percent

did not complete high school. Given such a low high school completion rate,

coupled with the low income, disadvantaged aharacteristics of our client group,

crimes such as armed robtery, burglary, mugging, and breaking and entering

become away of life for many.

The program and this year of experience, working with such individuals, has

reinforced my conviction. A oband-aid, approach to the problem of crime will

only serve to decrease the flow of offenders through'our ioCiety. It me.are to

eliminate this problem amore comprehensive approach ie necessary and should

start within our public school system.
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Project Operations

The Offender Assistance project at Florida Junior College

has evolved throughout its eighteen months of operation from a staff

of project director, coordinator and secretary to include a

master's intern and student services spcialist. The coordinator

serves as a liaison between the college, the criminal justice

system and the community; provides academic, career, and personal

counseling to program participants; and performs ,Tarious administra-

tive and public relations functions. The project director's main

role is to serve as liaison between the project and the college.

He keeps the project up on college procedures and communications

and lends the program stability by his permanent position at the

college.

New staff members added in March 1976.include a student

services specialist and master's intern. The specialist follows

up on program participants in person, by phone.or letter. The

master's intern is available for counseling and coordinating the

volunteer tutors in addition to conducting various skills clasSes.

The staff is familiar with both the college and community

resources which are utilized to fit each individual student. The

Probation and Parole Commission is aware of the program's services

and expertise and has referred participants in excess of grant

requirements.

Probationers who demonstrate interest and motivation in

continuing their education are referred to the program by their
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probation officer who gives the probationer information about the

program. The probationer makes contact with the program and has

the responsibility for making his own appointment.

After the.intake interview, which consists of a dialogue

about educational goals, financial aid, and other social services,

the student enrolls in any of the college's programs: ABE,

High School Review, high school credit, vocational-technical and

college credit.

The Advisory Committee has been truly supportive in its

advisory capacity. *Moreover, during grant negotiations with CETA,

the committee was instrumental in securing funds by writing letters

of support to influential agencies_and_persons.._ -However, the---

most beneficial service the committee provides is that of ftedback

by constructivelrcriticizing the program.

The evaluator and consultant have also proved to be supportive

and helpful. Both have provided insights and opportunities for

in-depth discussion of policy and procedure. The evaluator has

been involved with the project from the beginning and has had the

challenging job of evaluating a novice program'where no model

existed'. He has worked well with the coordinator and specialist in

preparing these evaluation reports. Dr. Robinson has also provided

a valuable link to the University of North Florida, enabling us

to use the University as a resource for the program. Dr. Aker

provided the program with a broad range of additional contacts

because of his many affiliations.

Through the RTC Foundation and Resource Development, the

program was able to obtain*student support early in the grant

period. IBM donatPd $1,500.00 to be used for tuition, ktooks

and fees. An additional $1,000.00 was given by anITIM executive
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for book grants. These monies were important in getting our

students into school at the earliest possible time and made the

program more responsive and viable to the Probation and Parole

Commission. Since no financial aid existed for high school

students, these monies were our only resource for high school

student support. College credit and trades students were able

to utilize the regular financial aid packages afforded to all

students. Those who had not allowed enough time for their

financial aid.applications to he processed also took advantage of

the IBM money.

Fortunately, FJC has a comprehensive high school program.

Almost 45% of the program's students are enrolled in-high-school

credit classes or are preparing for the GED in other ways. Twenty-

one percent are enrolled in over 40 vocational-technical programs

and 34% are enrolled in the college credit area, usually under-

taking an Associate in Science degree. Most of the probationers

we see are far from being "professional students". Most are

pursuing higher education to find better jobs.

Problems

Some of the problems encountered by the project were inherent

in the college itself, such as having a campus in four different

geographical locations throughout the city. This creates transporta-

tion difficulties for many students and leads to individual

idiosyncracies that are often confusing. The project began on

North Campus and later relocated Downtown causing some problems

at first, but in the long run facilitated services for the needs

of our particular clients. Another college problem was the semester
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system itself: many of our thents were motivated to begin class

immediately and having to wait for the next term added to their

frustrations. Many junior high and Senior high student records

were lost when.students were bused from one school to another or

when clients otherwise changed schools. Tracking down these

student records kept many students from registering immediately in

junior college.

Other areas of.concern within the project itself were the

inadequate space, staffing and lack of follow-up data. Towards

the end of the project, however, part-time professionals were added to

gather evaluation data. Even then, the clients were not easily

contacted and data remains incomplete.

An unsolvable problem which was discovered through follow-

up is the basic health needs, both physical and mental, of the

clients. Many students who dropped out of school did so for

health related reasons. Adequate care is not readily available

and usually comes too late.

An issue unrelated to the college that affected the program

was an upheaval in the Parole and Probation Commission in July 1975.

A sudden large lay-off in personnel added to the confusion of

getting referrals and keeping in contact with a client's probation

officer.

Retaining the low profile both within the community and the

college has been a challenge. The project anticipates retaining

this profile, however.

The problems connected with the CETA funding were tremendous.

It is enough to say that despite the obstacles, the project will

be funded until June 1977 by CETA college funds.
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Changes

One of the biggest changes during the project was moving the

project site in September 1975 from an outlying campus to the

Downtown Campus so that the program would be more assessible.

This move necessitated a change in project directors. Later,

secretaries changed. Despite this move and turn-over, services

continued and were later extended to non-target clients as well.

Since no raises were given for FY 75-76, the extra salary

money in the budget wis used to hire a part-time specialist and

master s intern in March 1976. The project was able to get better

follow-up data and provided intervention when necessary.

The project expanded its role from referral to include

providing group workshops such as the Human Potential Seminar

(August 1975) and the Job Skills workshops (May 1976) for students,

and the Reality Therapy workshop for community services and

Probation and Parole personnel (June 1976).

The college eliminated the discldsure of past criminal

record on the college admission forms because of a conversation the

coordinator and national director had with the.college president

on a stte visit (Fall 1975). In addition the college provided

over-rides for our students when a cap was put on enrollment.

The final change is from AACJC funding to CETA funding. Again,

we will be developing an almost new program (July 1976).

Unanticipated Outcomes

Despite the many duties and responsibilities of the program

staff, we at Jacksonville have exceeded those requirenents and

expectations for the program. That is unexpected. In addition to

fulfilling program requirements, we were able to sponsor a workshop
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for the benefit of community services and college personnel.

Because of her involvement with community agencies, the coordinator

serves as treasurer of the Community Services Advisory Board and

as a member of the Jacksonville Drug Abuse Steering Committee.

These community contacts and the close interaction with the

Probation and Parole Commission were the impetum.and inspiration

for the Reality Therapy Workshop.

Through LEAA was not interested in funding our project, they

have written the program into the state plan as a resource, and

the program is listed as a resource in The Directory of Community

Services for the city of Jacksonville.

The staff has participated in the National Conference on

Alternatives to Incarceration, the Southern Conference on Corrections,

Wingspread, the Education Occupational Standing Committee for the

state and was invited by the President of the college to participate

as an exemplary program at the American Association of College Trustees

Seminar in New Orleans. Both the coordinator and specialist almost

were able to participate in an international conference.

After the first frugal months of recruiting, it was unexpected

that we'would be interviewing nearly thirty referrals (target and non-

target) per month by the end of the grant period. Other interesting

outcomes include: the percent of program participants jailed is the

same as the percent who have completed their educational goals to

this date; two - thirds of those students in class had direct inter-

vention by the specialist and/or intern;only MO of the participants

dropped out of school for negative reasons; 74% of the in-class group

are employed or feel they will be employed in the near future; and

probationer's residence program referrals proved to be a very high risk

group. We also found it necessary to develop a continuum for progress
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evaluation since there were so many factors and variables influencing

a student's successful completion of the program. This continuum

may prove useful to the, operation of other social action programs

when it is futher improved and developed. Therefore we will see if

it can be published.

The Target magazine has brought numerous requests for information.

We have already responded and will follow up on these inquires in

the future.

Institutional Changes

I.

1

11
The Offender Assistance Program was granted the override prlvi-

ledge for program participants who wish to enroll in high school or

vocational - technical programs. (two-thirds of our total enrollment).

In addition, FJC has allocated $22,090 of its operating budget to the 11

program for FY 76'- 77. The plans for the new campus include specific

office space for the OAP, including one office in the administration

area.

Though we have made no institutional changes in the courts, we

have become an integral part of probation and parole. A liaison officer s

permanently assigned to the program, and we are accepted and welcomed II

to probation and parole staff meetings.,

Program Organization Effectiveness

The program organization was reasonable and productive. It

was beneficial to this site to be affiliated with the American

Association of Community and Junior Colleges. It was impressive to

the community to have "officials from Washington" involved and

the program. In addition,.the Washington office, through its efforts

and the affliations of the national advisory board, was able to involve I

the sites in conferences, and update the coordinators through articles
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and other informational services.

An interesting occurrence was the variation of the programs

as they evolved at each site. Through our mutual interaction with

the national ptoject director, we were, in many instances, able.to

share our experiences: /t would have been more effective however,

if the coordinators would have had more direct communication with

each other. Our reports should have been Shared among ourselves

or the national project director could have forwarded them. This

was effectively done with evaluation reports. /n summary, the

national organizational arrangement was a desirable model which at

least promoted the program at the Jacksonville site.

Weaknesses and Strengths

/n many cases it is difficult to make a determination of whether

a particular factor is either a strength or a weakness; for example,

the small budget needed to maintain the project is a strength in that

it makes it possible for the project to be more easily duplicated

at other locations. On the other hand, the budget does not support

enough staff to really do the bee,: job, nor does it allocate enough

money for a comprehensive evaluation. '

Another ambiguous factor is the effect of staff personalities

in the success of the project. If the acceptance of the program

depends upon the congeniality of the staff, the program has a major

weakness. It has been a definite advantage that the Jacksonville

community, referrals, FJC personnel, and criminal justice professionals

have been receptive to the coordinator. However, the concept of the

program is sound and should perform well even with staff turnover.

Both the national office and the college have given the program

freedom and flexibility of operation which has proved to be a 162.



strength at the college level since the project was new in scope and

needed flexibility to make new contacts in the community. It was

important that the national office allow each project the freedom

to adapt to iti own setting. This position saved unnecessary problems

between the site project director and the national project director.

Jacksonville was fortunate to have begun the project immediately and

did not need much direction from the Washington office. But at both .

other sites, the length of time needed to select an appropriate staff

wss prohibitive and action by Washington was needed.

There was some shortsightedness in funding an eighteen month

grant designed to evaluate educational progress of two-year community

college programs. Though we have evidence of what results might be

expected, it is too much to ask for the program particinants to show

much change over buch a short period Of time.

The concept of first offender felons on probation seems clear

enough at first, yet it took weeks of discussion to determine what

"first offender felon" in Duval County really was. Perhaps it was

beneficial for each site to determine its own definition, but it would

have been more expeditious to have a working definition for immediate II

recruitment. Again, there are pros and cons to this situation. The

program was able to synthesize the goals and objectives of the national II

office to fit the local needs, but it was a painfully time consuming

exercise.

The grant originally called for two coordinators to perform

the required responsibilities of the project. This would have been

more reasonable. All three projects have found it necessary to find

additional staff through interns or existing counselors assigned to

the program. The two counselor approach would have produced even
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better results.

The lack of student support is another issue that can be seen

as both a weakness and a strength. Since the program participants

have real financial difficulties, we have seen them give up a long

term educational goal .for a short term job offer. However, it would

be difficult to withstand the criticism of the community if we offered

a "free ride" to offenders.

Future

CETA 106 Governor's Discretionary Funds are forthcoming for

fiscal year '76 - '77. The project will recruit offenders in

various categories: misdemeanants, felons, parolees and juveniles.

The college has matched the $29,500.00 Ceta funds with $22,090,00

of its own budget: Half of these matching monies will be used for

*student support for each student's first semester of school. The

program expects more contacts with participants and will offer skills

courses on a monthly basis. We intend to.continue using interns

and direct intervention so that students will have the encouragement

they need to continue in school.

The program will continue to use low key publicity in the

community. We expect to disseminate information by following up on

the inquiries brought by the Target article.
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APPENDIX 8.

PDBUCITY CHRONOLOGY

The following items describe the extent and nature of the national office's

efforts to publicize this program. The list includes notification of the program

by other individuals and organizations.

8/74 AACJC news release or project funding

9/74 Project announcement in Community and Junior Colleu News, AACJC

1111174 Program description in AACJC's President's Memo (monthly sent to member
colleges)

11/74 Inclusion as a reference in the NEXUS information system on offender
programs

11/74 Program description in Virginia, Maryland and District of Columbia
Association of StudeTt Financial Aid Administrators Newsletter, Maryland

1116/73 Panel presentation at the National Workshop on Federal Prograns and
Resource Development, D.C.

1/20/75 Reference in Staten Islund Community College Offender Program evaluation

2/75 Article on community corrections an i. oommunity colleges highlighting
Offender Assistance Project, AACJC Journal

3/75 Project description in ConmunityanL Junior Colleee News, AACJC

3/15/75 References in two separate deliveries at AAHE annual convention, Chicago.
One of these presentations was published in the AAHE convention pro-
ceedings

4/75 Prozram description in Cone Dope,, publication of Montcalm Conmunity College
offender program, Michigan

4/75 Grant award notice in AACJC Journal

4//5/75 Panel presentation at AACJC's annual convention, Seattle, Washingto.

4/22/75 Program notice in President's Memo

5/75 Program note in gpm Circle, Cemer for Higher Education publication

5/15/75 PreFentation to the regional meeing of the Correctional Education
Assoc A.ty, New Jersey

7/14/75 Pro a to the National Conference on Correctional Education,
Ir.' _s, Indiana
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9/19/75 Panel presentations at National Conference on Alternatives to Incar-
ceration, Boston; three panels

10/6/73 Reference in AAHE's Newsletter, D.C.

10/10/75 Informal discussions at FIPSE National Project Directors' Meeting, Airlie
Nouse, Virgin,a, and a year later in Wisconsin

10/28/75 Informal discussions on program at the National Conference on Vocational
Education in Corrections, Ohio State University, Canter for Vocational
Education, Columbus, Ohio

11/2/75 Presentation to interns in Community College Resource Development Seminar
D.C.

11/24/75 Presentation to AACJC's Board of Directors, Reston, Virginia

11/75 Note on program in The Woman Offender Report

12/1/73 Program description in AACJC's President's Memo

1/8/76 Presentation to ACE's Academic Affairs luncheon group, D.C.

1/28/76 Presentation to interns in Community College Resource Development Seminar,
D.C.

2/10/76 Panel participation in School to Werk Conference, D.C., conducted by
Ohio State University, Center for Vocational Education, sponsored by N/E

3/4/76 Panel p asentation at the National Conference on Community Services in
Community Colleges, San Diego, California

4/76 Notification in Target of Wingspread Conference and an article on the
Jacksonville model

6/15/76 Publication of project publication, "Offender Assistance Programs
Operated by Postsecondary Institutions of Education - 1915-76", AACJC

7/15/76 Notification that ERIC would include 'trends" and program directory in
its system

7/15/76 Paragraph describing project's report "Offender Assistance Programs
Operated by Postsecondary Institutions of Education - 1975-76" in

President's Memo

In addition to these individual items, project staff distributed 1,800 pro-

ject brochures to AACJC member colleges, to criminal justice agencies, and to in-

dividuals who wrote to the office to inquire about the program. Also,

some of these brochures were given to the demonstration sites so that they could

respond to local inquiries about the program. Approximately 300 copies of the



literature searcn, "r.ends in Offender Vocational and Education Programs: A Literature

Search with Program Development Gui'elines" were mailed to a wide audience. The

Federal Bureau of Prisons through Sylvia McCollum, Education Administrator, and

member of the national advisory committee, duplicated this paper for the project.

The national office also responded to approximately 600 letters asking for information

about the program. Frequently copies of "Trends", the directory of offender programs,

and the "Grant Application/Progress Report" were included in response to these

letters.

AACJC published at its own expense Ellen Emmert's "Offender Assistance Programs

Operated by Postsecondary Institutions of Education - 1975-76." Complimentary copies

were mailed to member institutions and to all the colleges listed in the paper.

The paper is available through AACJC and, along with an abstract of its contents

will be included in the ERIC system. In collecting the data for this report,

approximately 300 letters were mailed to colleges, state education offices, and

various criminal justice organizations. Each of these letters contained information

about the Offender Assistance Program.

The total volume of office correspondence exeeeded 1,000 individual pieces.

A feature article on the results of the project is planned for a subsequent

issues of the AACJC Journal.
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APPENDIX 9.

AVarterlY_Renort

1. Dsscribe your major activities for the past three months. Include in this
the following details:

a. interaction with the project evaluators and/or consultants;

b. interaction with community hnman service agency officers;

c. interaction with college offocials;

e. interaction with the project advisory commitcte.

2. Describe staff activities with project referrals. Include in this section
descriptions of services provided to referrals.

3. Mot the problems that you have experienced in the past three months. For
each of the problems you identifY, describe the solutions which you developed
to solve them. Provide some background infowiticn to show how the problems
developed.

4. Describe any changes you have made in the program as the result of your ex-
perience to date. This section would include, for instance, a description
and an explanation of changes made in the college agreement statement, in
the probation-college agreement statement, in the assessment program, etc.

Outline your project plans for the next three months.

6. Attach the following items to the report:

a. all publicity notices on the project, including newspaper articles,
magazine articles, college press releases, letters to the editor, etc.;

b. notifications of community actions which could directly or indirectly
affect project operations (for example, state quotas placed on the
number of students permitted in community colleges, a change in the
collegels tuition waiver pclicy, closing of a major industrial firm,etc.);

c. the minutes of local advisory committee meetings held during the last
quarter.

7. A candid description of your estimate of the progress of the project to this
date. This section mIght include a self-evaluation, an evaluation of your
program, an evaluation of the function of the varicus parts of the program,
including the national rffice.

8. Additional remarks.
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APPEND/X lOt

Monthly Site College Report on Referrals

Date Site

I. Total referrals co date

Total enrollments to date

A. in site college

B. in another college-university

C. in community human service program

D. other (identify)

///. Enrollments by month: (circle month)

Narch October

April November

May December

June January

July February

August

September

IV. Numbers enrolled in college programs:

A. ABE

B. GED

C. college parallel

D. occupational (total)

I. health

2. auto

3. construction

4. electronics

5. other (identify)
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E. other (identify)

F. not yet programmed

V. Assistance:

A. grant (fed.,state,local,college)

B. scholarship (fed.,state,loral,college)

C. loan (fed.,state,local,college)

D. community agency:

1. CETA

2, vocational rehabilitation

3. welfare

4. Salvation Army

5. other (identify)

E. other (identify)

VI. Drops to date (total)

A. reasons for drops: (indicate numbers)

1, moved out of district

2, new offense

3. lael of interAst

4, failure in program

5. no known reasons; can't locate

6. other (describe)

B. length of time each drop participated
in program:

1, less than one month

2, less than three months

3. less than six months

4. less than nine months

5. less than twelve months
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VII. Numbers Who have completed original prograus
and who are no longer enrolled

TARGET NON-TARGET

VIM Use remaining space to explaln any apparent discrepancies in the numbers reported,
i.e., students enrolled in two college programs, students receiving support
from several sources, etc. Provide numbers in these explanations.
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